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BROWN -APP-OINTED
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer

the new political group.
The Coalition newsletter, a
Wednesday night they threw daily attempt to unite and intheir 19-vote support behind
fluence student opniion' for
' With the help of the Campus
him with the help of Senators
Coalitio11,, Ben Brown's apRoger·-Coe and Michael Wood- . last Tuesday's elections called
point,nent to the Student As-,
Brown's first defeat an "ac•
ward.
s0<;iation · Senate was ap- tion typical of legisla tive unproved last Wednesday night.
THE COALITION.-supported concern and - indicative of a
Brown, previously defeated candidates won 19 of the 22 reactionary element of the
for the post two weeks before, available seats in the legisla- legislature towards nonconformity. "
.
became a popular issue ~th ture last Tuesday.

This and their concern over
the Bill of. Rights authored by
Brown, student regulations
a nd policies, student apathy
and power, and a wide ap- ·
peal were the issues which
united them behind the former Chief J ustice, McCarthy
delegate, and Bill of Rights
author.

Allen Tells Faculty
~t~ate , Of l)niv.ersity
.

.

.

The prospects and aspirations of an " Evolving University
• of South Florida," were the concern of President J ohn S. Allen
,. . in his annual State of the University Report last Wednesday.

'

The mes·s age is directed to the faculty._
ALLEN WAS PLEASED with USF rising enrollments, the
quality of USF students, student mix, a nd the new Colleges of
•
·
Medicine and Nursing.
The growing size of the University was stressed, emphasizing the million dollar a
month USF payroll, an·d grow.
ing recognition of the largest
urban ·state university by the
Florida legislature.
Allen was particularly proud
of the USF polity to "provide
places for all who can qualify
students in F1orida universi- for admission." He stre&sed
ties to be fuJ}y aware of what the success of the College of
. B asic Studies and the Coother F1orida students are
Operative Education program.
doing."
THE PRESIDENT stressed
Aldrich and Dave Doucette, USF's emphasis on teaching
managing edit or of the Alliga- situations involving as m uch
tor, first thought of the possi- personal attention as possible
in a large university.
bility -last year.
Allen was proud of what he
EDITORS PLAN TO meet called "mature, sincere and
twice a quarter at the various sophisticated" students, "not
easily diverted from their edparticipating universities with
ucational goals as some are
the resident e ditors acting as · who _are less m ature. ''
rotating chairmen.
Allen also passed his judgment on the petitioning of
"With fast moving college 'groups such as , the Students
events, the only way. to keep for a Democratic Society
up stat e college press quality (SDS), saying that "all of stuand coverage is witH this type. dent activities . .. are viewed
of organization," said Bob Fa- · as additional learning • . •
bricio, editor of the University Unless they ao contribute . . .
Miami Hurricane.
they are not encouraged."

Florida Co/leg~ Editoi-s
Create News Service
.

By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer
GAINESVILLE F1orida
student • newspaper editors
Friday formed . a cooperative
university statewide news
gathering service, F1orida
Collegiate Press Association
(FCPA). The purpose of the
association is to keep students
on F1orida campuses in- .
formed of ma jor· news issues
Ric hard Nixon has been dents con~ucted the survey
lins outpolled U.S. Represen- , pertinent to the Florida unichosen by a sampling of USF
tativ_e Edward Gurney by 229 versity system, public and
Third , part y .' candidate, to 168.
_
·s tudents as their pick for the
private.
In the race for the
next President of the United Georg'e Wallace captured 48
•votes for fourth choice while House of Representatives, in.States.
Initially, the group will in.Eµg~ne McCarthy, unsuccess- c umbent Congressman Sam clude the University of F1ori. The Republican nominee re- ful in his bid for the Demo- G'bb
1 ons po lled 265 votes t o da, Florida State, · South F1oriceived 177 of 400 . votes. The cratic nomination, came in Paul Saad's, Tampa attorney, da, University of Miami, Florthird with 68 votes.
ida Atlantic and West F1orida
Democratic nominee, Hubert
ll2.
student
newspapers.
finishedsecond
Hypothetically
a: McCarthy
.Of those polled, 186 were
_ Humph!eY
endorsement
of
Humphrey
registered
voters
opposed
to
with 107.
Plans later call for the excould throw his votes to Hum- 213·
. pansion of the association to
The ·sample, in the words of phrey. This would make the
One hundr~d and seventy- all colleges in the state.
journalism professor Walter . survey consistent _w ith r ecent seven intended to vote while
Griscti is "not intended to be Hari:is and Gallup polls.
MARIO GARCIA, editor of
221 did not.
a scientific survey, but hope. ,
There were two write-in The Oracle, said, "This group
In the state Senate race, votes far the pres_idential elecfully random in ·the choice of
participants." J our'nalism stu- former · Governor Leroy Col- - tion, -one a Pat Paulsen-Allen
Ginsberg, · -and a Muskie! ~ : f \ ® l b i i ½ . J & J . ~ ~1 Newman ticket, a party was
not m entioned. Also there
were nine people voting who
were registered but did not intend to vote.

* * * *
·_ straw Vote Picks
*

Nixon

u.s. .

could definitely become more
than a news gathering source.
Eventually it could broaden
into a m ajor student ·force in
the state."
. The system will be similar
to the Associated Press. Editors from various universities
will ·send out stories of importance to all state institutions,
bot h news and ·feature material.

If an impor tant meeting or
demonstration had t a k e n
plaee in Tallahassee, for
example, it would be sent on
teletype to all m ember universities.

MANY STORIES will be
supplemented with 1 o c a 1
angles written by Oracle reporters.
Harold Aldrich, editor of the
F1orida Alligator and chairman of the gr o u · p,
said, "We believe this will be
a meaningful opportunity for

ot

OTHER EDITORS present
at the meeting were George
Wass,. editor .o f .FSU's F1ambeau and Larry Alford of the
University of West F lorida's
Vnvager.

.GRE Replaced By
·New

SCA ,Test.

Dr'~ Wilson
'

A change has been made in
the examination ~eqnired for

◄

nral science form the content.

Here.Nov. ·1 l

Students who plan to take
An a uthority on English
graduating seniors in the Lib- the SCA should r egister to en. Restorati~ Dr.ama, Dr. John
eral Arts college.
, sure tbat· adequate tests are Harold Wilson,' will be ·speakprovided.
. ing tm · '·'Is · Shakespeare
The Graduate Record Ex.a.mination (GRE) bas been
The fall examination is Dead?" · Nov. 11 at 8 -<p.m. in
replaced by the Survey of Col- scheduled for Nov. 20 at 6:30 Business Auditorium, as part
lege Achievem ent (SCA). The p.m. and Nov. 23 at 8:30 a.m. of the "Visiting Scholars Series" 'p rogram.
. SCA is a much shorter test, 75 in Physics 141.
This program, sponsored by
minutes, but covers additional
the University's llivision of
Students may register
disciplin~ .
s~nally in the Office-or Evalu- Languages and Literature,
Five subtests consisting of ation Services, Science Center consists of bringing some of ,
English, mathematics, social (SCA) 207 or by ealling Ext. the nations's leading authoriti~ on literature, poetry, phisciences, humanities and nat- 741. Dedlioe is Nov. 11.
OSF ·bas collected (as of Friday) ~,987.40 Jnr.
.
losophy and mass communithe United Fund of Greater Tamp&. The drive
cation to USF.
·
&Wi@t¥N
JA@tiJ;t@b@
began t.be first part of October and will close

per-

G·ive Your Fair Share

.

1

Nov. 8. Monies are being collected from the
stAff and faculty. SAE is hamlling the col•

lection of money from students.

Brown's disapproval caused
quite an uproar r esulting in
letters to the editor, an editorial stand 'by this paper, many
discussion seminars wi th
Brown, Dr. Graham Solomons, Dean of Men Charles
Wildy and SA leaders, Campus Coalition rallies, and
m uch politicking in the Student
Association.

ALL THIS AND the issue of
student activism and student
power came to a head
Wednesday night in a m eeting
full of parliamentary pr ocedural tactics.
Roger- Coe asked at the end
of the three hour meeting of
the legislature if Brown's
name in fact was still under
consideration for nomination, .
after Michael Woodward had
asked of -the possibility_of · .. _ _, ...,
nominating someone fr:om the
floor.
Coe called· for a reconsideration of Brown. A vote to SUS•
pend parliamentary rules was
necessary to vote on Bfown's
appointment. The vote was
29-9.
AT Tms POINT, Scott Barnett, SA President, knew the
appointment was as good as
made and passed a note to
Senator Roger Coe saying
" Hurrah." Barnett ihad at
first had doubt about appointing Brown, but after consideration, became one of his
strongest defenders.
Several shifts in the voting
occurred. Many who voted
against Brown for his first at•
tempt changed their minds,
possibly in view of the work
of the Coalition.
Reelected without Coalition
support, Stan Musial did not
participate in the voting. Jay
Pierce was defeated in his attempt for reelection. He did
not have Coalition support.
Peggy Apgar switched her
vote from no to yes She did
not face reelectiim.
Pete Atkinson changed · his
mind confessing that "At first
I voted no because of p~rsonal
prejudices influencing my
vote. I made a mistake. A lot
of people ma(le the same mistake.

AND ON PROTEST and dissent: "Any action by any per"I'M WILLING to eat my
son that interferes with or pre- words. They should be too or
vents others who want an edu- they're not fit to be called legcation . . . or that seeks de- islators.' '
c1s1ons or changes under
At this point, returning Ray
physical duress will not be Hooks defended himself. "I
recognized . . . the university wasn't here last week. (he sits
will have no alternative but to across from Atkinson in the
call in law enforcement agen- m e e t i n g) I know his
cies."
(Brown's) association with a
On student publications: group of leftist tendencies
" These publications . . . :real- · killed his appointment. It'~ a
ly amount to a 'captive audi- shame and a tragedy when '
• ence.' Anything not pub1ish- our beliefs · are subject to
ab)e . . . should not . . . vio- scrutiny and censorship. Ben
late the r ights of members or Brown has given the SA a
a ·captive a udience."
lot."
On expanded athletics: "We · After the first roll call vote
knew there was interest in the to suspend the rules, individuTampa Bay Area in c ultural al caucuses formed b efore
and sports activities partici- final voting on the appointpated in by_ the people of the ment took place: 30 yea, three
area . . . . athletic teams in nay and four abstentions.
sports that are for the particiRepresentatives
B e tsy
pant rather than being pri- Smoot, Karen Walker and
marily for the spectator.
Vicki Vale voted no.
"THE F U N AND learnSandra Geist, Candy Dening is to come from partici- mark, Alice Botts and J ohn
pation. When the activity de- Westfall abstained.
pends on paid admissiDn for
Brown commented on his
its support, then the spectator appointment of the next mornbecomes the one who is ing. "I'm happy. I think now
served and the interests of the we'll try to unite the Legislaparticipant are· secondary and ... ture." On the l!ill ~f Rights:
we have lost our learning ~•we1ve still got a long ways
to go;"
situation.''
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Mexican Games Turri Into Olympic Controversy
I

By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Staff Writer

Our Man'

MEXICO CITY - Controversy as constant and intense as the ·Olympic flame seared the second week of
competition of the Mexico City Olympic Games.
After last week's heralded " Bladk Power" dem.·o nstration by two American Negro track stars, new
crises, related and unrelated, began to flow from the
Games with the regularity of broken Olympic records. And it became clear that if some of the issues
raised in these Troubled Games ,a re not resolved, the
Olympic flame may not flicker again.
· With not a dissident student or political activisl: in
sight during the CQlorful and impressive Opening
Ceremonies, won·ied spectators and Olympic officials
began to breathe a little easier and assure themselves
of an enjoyable and relaxing week of great at hletic
competition.
TWO_DAYS later they watched in shocked silence
as American sprinters Tommie Smith and John Carlos stood atop the victory pedestal ~th black gloved

In · Mexico
fists clenched high over the~ heads, r~fusing to look
at the rising· American ,flag during. the playing -of the
"Star Spangled Banner." "It was a symbol," Smith
,
later said, "of Black unity."
Within 24 hours, the two were thrown off the U.S.
team and told~to pack their bags for the States. This
-quick punishment, and the threat to disqualify the entire American team; swimmers and a-11, (initiated by
the International Olympic Committee.rather than the
US committee, which had the authority but didn't use
it) made most of t he American black athletes think
twice.
Lee Evans, outspoken crony of Smith and Carlos
at San Jose State University, thought twice and decid-

t

would have become nothing more than an open air
UN General Assembly.
As if that wasn't enough, Mexico City was hit by a
final scandal which could surely finish the Olympics if
politics doesn't - professionalism.
On the eve of the Closing Ceremonies it · was
learned that athletes from severai countries including
the US were being investigated for allegedly accepting money from sporting goods companies to display
their wares.

ed to lead only a token protest. After he and his two .
black US teammates swept the 400 meter run they
mounted the victory stand wearing black berets, but
took them off and stood at attention for the national
anthem.
Three time Olympian· Rp..lph Boston, who had
planned no demonstration, thought twice and accepted
his bronze medal barefooted. And so -it went with
about half a dozen other black athletes. At the end of
-t he week Carlos announced he would sue the U.S.
O~ympic Committee "for what they did to me."

NOW THE great debates will begin which will no
climax in Munich four years hence, at the 1972
doubt
WHAT THE committee really did was to try to asFor better (or more likely) for worse, the
games.
sure that this and future Olympic Games remained as
probably go on. But the damage is already
will
Show
pure, i.e., unpolitical, as possible. The Czechs had a
ever said the Olympics was perfect, but
Nobody
?one.
political gripe - and the :public's sympathy - but
as the last bastion of pure athletregarded
long
was
1t
t hey chose to release their frustrations with energy on
more.
No
competition.
ic
the playing field. They let 1their politicians battle it out .
The final tragedy is that Mexico; which did such a
·
in the UN.
magnificent job organizing everything, will be shackIf all the competing countries followed the trend , led with the spectre of hosting the beginning of the
_Smith and Carlos attempted to set, Olympic Stadium end of the Olympic Games.
I

.Krivanek Addresses
Honors Convocation
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Staff Writer
A time will come when "No
longer will the natural c~urse
of events take place. Rather
this natural course will be
open to manipulation, directipn, and dictation," forecasts
USF's outs~anding faculty
'
member.
At the · annual Honors Con-

vocation . on Sunqay Dr.
James O: Krivanek, associate .
professor of zoology, said,
"Orily now, a generation after
its initial exposure, is man beginning to . make tangible
steps in legislating controls
over nuclear weapons.""
Krivanek stressed, "It · isthe final step which controls
legislation, in other words, it in
fact proves to -be the most dif-

.Bar-B-Que ·Tops
·UC F'amily Ntght
'

.

I

•

.

ficult point at which' man attempts to understand his fellow man.
Referring to his area of interest, developmental biology,·
Dr. Krivanek said the overtones of scientific regeneration are profound. "For when
these mechanisms are · defined, and surely they will be,
then there is more than
fifty-fifth chance of being able
to transpose this information ·
onto the level of the human
and undoubtedly induce regeneration of amputated limbs in
that organism.

a

This µndoubtedly would be
a tremendous medical advance. But let us not stop with
the limb. Consider the present
promising trend in the area of
Mrs. Lewi, an extremely major organ transplants, ala,
A family bar-b-que will kick
off the ;rnnual Univery,ity Cen- animated and entertaining · the heart, the liver, the kidter (UC) Program Council speaker, has recerytly h,ad her·. ney.
· Family Night. Friday night is latest bo"ok, "Pi~ for the Prin"Can you forsee the d ·a y_
tbe big event, which will be cess", published by Garrard
held in the University C~nter Publishing co. in New York. when extirpation of these
major organs would be fol1
· (CTR)
·
She has been very success- lowed by regeneration, rather
.
Night Western
.- ,"Family
I t?"
ful in instituting her original th b t
an Y ransp al'.l .
. :Style," is the theme . of this ideas of telling stories " with"
nd
"Who ~ _ to manip~ate?
yearW s tprogSrham ~ thmcTluhdes ,. instead of "to" children- in
;a- . each · of her children's books: What is to · be manipulated?
ow m e
es er~
·:
er at 8 .30 p.m. a hayride Mrs. Lewi, who has also had . How is the course of develop-f~om- 6 to 8 p.m.' stagecoach . an extensive background in ment to be determined? Will
child psychology, teaching el- it be in the direction.of benev· rides,h a fcoS t umed p~ade,ya
·
?
'.
.
·
or go1 m " e
, searc
ementary education curr1cu- olence or malevolence. Will,
d C b
Old Gold Mi ,,
dne a~'Sa owilloy lum back planning and Col- in fact, society be prepared?
.C t
· ty, mankin d , prewas soc1e
1, '
. .
: ar oons an a ill bsparf a. · lier
County Headstart volun,, Th
. Sal
/ · rr teer · work, will discus~ the pared for the atomic devicf~~ ks ere w
n d ,fpopco_rn anal Gcha.n ky . techniques she has found to be · es?" he asked.
. allso
"
.
·
, uc serve rom a re
most succ;essful m encourag"No longer can we enjoy
wagon.
. ing -children to learn the ·art of the luxury, the· convenience,
The bar-b-que will be held creative participation.
of hindsight. The consequenc·in both CTR cafeterias and
es of these advances .must be
will ·c ost 80 cents for both chilFILMS
dealt with in· the indefinity
.
dren and adults.
The first filn:i of the UC
· The program is designed for Movies Committee's . Paul and grayness of foresight,"
married students, staff and Newman film Festival will be according to Krivanek . .
faculty and theiT children. shown on Thursday, at 7 p.m.
The Honors Convocation
Tickets may be picked up at _in the Business Auditorium was held for 16~ honor stu· the CTR Infoi:mation desl5.
(BSA). The film will be(, dents who maintained a 3.50
Round the Flag Boys" average or better.. .
"Ra:lly
:· INDIAN FESTIVAL
and co-stars Joanne Wood. Two diStinguished Intlian ward, Jack Carson, Dwayne
: musicians, · Kanai D u t t a,
Tabla pfayer, and Nikhil Ban- Hickman, a nd Tuesday Weld.

Milt Morrison,
Is Chairman
Of_Association

Paul Anka And His 19 Piece Band

Frolic•s Showed
Students' Likes
This past Fall Frolic;s seems to shed light on the
·
kind of Fall Frolics USF students seem to want.·
They are not interested in the pop co.nce1ts as
'evidenced by the Boxtops conce1t. Not only does it
seem a waste of time listening to a singer you can't
hear or understanp,._,, but it is al,so rather boring hear- .
ing the group sing all of their hits twice in one fhow.
What students do seem to like is the professional
pe1jormance and personal appeal put forth by Paul
Anka and his band.
This group performed so well, not just thdt you
could hear the words of the songs, but the songs and
the arrangements of them were professional indeed.
Anka joked with the plwtographers, put soul i:n
his baZ-lads and spirit in everything he did. The performers did not even stop fo1· an intemiissit,n.
This is the kind of concert that the students want
to see at USF .
Are you listening" oh,·great plmu,ers of Fall Frolics? - J
As for the "other" kind of -music, that is for danc-

The movie is a sharp farce
erjee, Sitar player, will be
'
: featured at the Festival of1In- on modern suburbia and finds
.
ing.
dian Music here Nov. 6 and 7. Newman "innocently" consol-·
is what students did Saturday night
seductive
dancing
And
_
neglected,
bis
ing
Unithe
time,
first
· For the
,
versity Center~·_(UC) ·Music . neighbor when Newman's
at the concert dance in the gym. Th e Soul Survivors
;
:Gomrp.ittee will present •two wife's civic activities take
couldn't -make it, but a very enjoyable dance band
· talented musicians from India . precedent over their marrione seems to have caught the name of the _band)
(no
' demonstrating the proper ex- age:
·
soul.
played
.
.
.
The next three Newman
ecution and performance of
·Let's hope that ~he concerts and the dancing
- M1Ult _Mor~ty1sonc, CharrArtsman odf
films will be on Nov. 7, 14, th
the Sitar and Tabla.
an
Kanai Dutta was born in and 21.- Admission is 35 cents , e . !11vers1 . enter
can be kept separate in the future.
1924, in Calcutta, and · began per film or . $l for the entire Exh1b1ts Comnn~ee _and memstlidying the Tabla at a · very . series. Series tickets are -ber of the ·u:n~v~rs1ty Center
early age. For ten years he available at the ·CTR Informa- Pro~am Council, ~as ~lected
chairman of the Region Six c;<>nWas a pupil of Sri Jnan Prak- tion Desk ,
ference of the Association of
·
ash Ghosh, a renowened. musiThe .UC Movies 'Committee ,College Unions International
clan· of . Eengal. . Dutta received training under three presents "Gambit" starring Saturday.
· other celebrated musicians, Michael Caine and Shirley
The organization of university
giving him a highly _privileged MacClaine on · Friday, Satur· . day and Sunday at 7 :30 p.m. centers includes 47 schools from
musical background.
Alabama, Florida, Georgia and
· in the BSA.
Mississippi. This year's conferELECTION DANCE
This delightful mystery- ence was lreld at the University
Sine~ elections ,are on Tues- . comedy finds Canine and of Miami in Coral Gables.
day, the UC Dance Committee . MacClaine working together
.
plans to give the students one to steal a rare, ancient Chi- · Milt will se1:7e as chairman of
more opportunity to wave the . nese statuette.
next year's conference, which
banner and call out that sloAdmission is 35 cents per ' will be held at Mississippi State
, gan that .is particular to his ,person.
University. Assisting_ Milt will
, be Rita. Poetter from· the Uniown Presidential hopeful.
versity of Georgia ·who was
NEEDLES ~ PINS
According to Malcolm Anderson, chairman of the UC _ The UC Fashion- Committee elected Vice-Chairman.
Dance Committee, students presents its third annual USF
· Milt is Imown on "the USF
will have that c)lance while Needles and Pins Sewing Conas Chairman of the
campus
dancing to the sounds of . the • test and Judging on Nov. 18,
Promotions' Committee for the
Jackson Investment Co. on at 7 p.m .· in CTR.252.
Aegean, and officer in Beta
Saturday, in the · CTR ball-·
Residence Hall. He has also
all
to
open
is
1
contest
The
,
room.
been Chairman of ·the Universi- ·
of
faculty
and
staff,
students,
The Dance Committee inthe University. Entry blanks ty Center Dance Committee and
Swing Out!
vites anyone who has. a politimay be picked up at the CTR guided the committee to becomwhator
tie,
banner,
hat,.
cal
Oscar Toney Jr. and his
I n f1o ·r in a t i o n Desk now ing the ' 1Best Committee of the
have:you, to wear it.- to the
performed Saturday at
band
·
1967.
in
Year"
through Nov. 14, which is the
dance.
the late dance of the Fall
for submitting an
deadline
Admission ·will be 75 cents
, Other University Center Pro- Frolics Weekend. The group
; entry.
stag or $1 per couple.
gram Council members attend- replsced the Soni .Survivors
Judging will be based on ing the conference were Charles who couldn't make it due t;o
MEET THEI AUTHOR
construction and the fit of the Rodgers, President of Uie Pro- illness. The group played
. gram Council; Michele Rich- an almost capacity crowd a't
. Bee Lewi, renowned chil- garinent.
Winners in each category ards, Vice-President; Cathy at the Gym.
dren's author, will be the featured·guest of ,the UC Special will receive a $10 gift certifi- 1vfoseley; Chairman of Hospitali· Events Committee's Meet the cate rei:Ieemable at Singer ty Committee; and Den,nis MoAuthor program of Monday, . Sewing . C.enter, Westshore reno, Chairman of Personnel
Committee.
Plaza.
.
at 2 p.m. in CTR 252.

for

F:J

lj

I

V

The Big Trike Race

War Paint?
No, it is jµst unidentified
USF coed ,'Vho took part in
the various activities of the ·
Pµi Delta Theta Fraternity
-Derby., The purpose of this
event was to see who could
be most original in body
painting: Other . events included a. ·greased pig chase,
penny fishing in a mud ·
hole, egg throwing contest
and , others. A Morrison's
picnic followed.

/

Please See·
Bunion· Pies
P~ge 7

I

1

Dorm Decorations
USF students decorated their dorms for Parents Day Sunday. l\lost of the halls reflected the spirit of Fal1 Frolics
mixed with Hal1oween. Open House was held from 1 to 6 p.m.
Students enjoyed going into the dorms to s~ how the other
hall lived. Of course, all rooms had been fixed for the "in- '
spectors." Refreshments were served in the lobbies of th4'
dorms.

1
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Bulletin Board ncrtlces should be sent
DIRECT to "Director, Campus P.ubllca-

tlons, CTeR 226" (ext. 618) no later than
noon Wednesday for publication the fol"i°wlng Wednesday.
Send news Items direct to: "Editor,
The Oracle, CTR 222" ,(ext. 619).

Official Notices

.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR: Dr. L K.
Montgomery, University of Indiana, will
speak on "Application of Electron Diffraction to the Study of Short-lived OJ·
· ganic Molecules" in CHM 105 at 2 p.m.
f'riday, Nov. 1.
1'68 AEGEAN: · Beginning Monday,
those who are on tfle "wailing list" for
copies · may pick up their books in the
Aegean office, CTR 22', wilh payme~t
of $1 , Remaining yearbooks later will
be offered to any student, faculty or
staff member.
Friday, Nov. l Is the last day reser•
vafions for the 1968 book wlll be held.
No refunds wl II be inade after that
date.
1969 AEGEAN: Reservalions are now
being taken in CTR 224. Tolal charge is
$1 ($1 .50 if _book is to be mailed).

Paul Newman Fitm Festival, 7 p.m., aick: Will interview qualified jrs. and
srs. for SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
BSA.
Blue cross-Blue Shield: Accts, mgt.
Esperanto Class, 7:30 p.m., CTR 203.
trainees; acctg, bus ad, lib arts, mgt.
Baha'i Club, B p.m., CTR 20-4.
Faculty Recital-Edward Preodor, 8:30 Brevard County Schools: Teachers;
elem & sec ed. Polk Count, Schools:
p.m., FAH 101.
University Chapel Fellowship, 9 p.m.,
Teachers; elem & sec ed. Orange County Schools: Teachers; elem & sec ed.
CT'R 200.
FRIDAY '
NOVEMBER 15
, Phi Della Theta BIOOd Drive, from 9
Bureau Of Indian Affairs-U.S. Dept.
p.m., Center lobby.
of tn.terior: Teachers; elem & guidance.
Psi Chi, 2 p.m., CTR 202.
IFC Judiciary, 2 ,p.m.• CT•R 203.
UC Special Events, 2 p.m., CTR 20,.
Circle K, 2 p.m., CTR 213.
Panhellenic, 2 p.m., CTR 216.
Alpha Tau Omega, 2 p.m., FAH 106.
TODAY
Family Night, 7 p.m., Theatre and
Information Session for students InterCTR rooms.
ested in Cooperative Education ProHillel Servi,;es, 7 p.m., CTR 201 .
Movie: "Gambill' 7:30 . p.m., BSA. gram, 2 p.m. , (free hour), ENG 3.
Keep Address Current - All Co-ops
.
SATURDAY
Windjammers, 10 a.m., CTR lobbv. on Training Ass ignments rr,ust keep the
Co-op Office supplied with tfleir current
Karate, 11 a.m., GYM 5.
• Movie: "Gambit," 7:30 p.m., BSA. address it ttiey desire to receive advance copies of the Quarter 11 revised
Band Dance, 9 p.m., CTR 2411.
schedule as well as Worksheet and
SUNDAY
.
other
resgistration materials. If you
Pl Kappa Alpha Little Sislers initianeed a copy of the USF Catalog, write
tion, 1 p.m., CTR 255-6.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 5:30 p.m., CTR the c,o-op Office now with your request.

Co-Op Education

251.

C0• Op pIacement

Alpha Delta Pl, 6 p.m., CTR 201.
Alpha Tau Omega pledges, 6 p.m.,
CTR 223.
,
-Phi Delta Theta, ~ p.m., CTR 252E.
Kappa Sigma, 6:30 p.m., CTR 204.
Pi Kappa Alpha Litfle-Slsfers meeting
,Tau Epsilon Phi, 7 p.m., • CTR 202.
Lambda Chi' Alpha pledges, 7 p.m.,
CTR 213.
Alpha Tau Omega Little Sisters, 7
p .m., CTR 205.
Sigma Nu, 7 p.m., CTR 252W.
zeta Beta Ta;~~~3!;·m .. CTR 203.
Army Recruiting, from B a .m., CT~
223.
.
Meef the Author Luncheon, noon,
CTR 2Ss-<1.
,
Meet the Author (Bee Lewn, 2 p,m.,
CTR 252 e,w. TUESDAY
,
Army Recruiting, from .8 a.m., CTR
2Z3.
·
.
Deans Luncheon, noon, CTR 255-<I..
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
Army Recruiting, from 8 a.m., CTR
223_
Phi Delfi Theta Blood Drive, from
s:3o a.m., CTR 252 E,W.
Women's Perspective, 9 a.m., CTR .
~~~i dge Les,ons, 2 p.m., CTR ,1.
ci~d~~~- Music Demonstration, 2 p.m.,
Coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA·.
Bridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 2556.

Peace Corps Volu~teers
Start ·Recruiting Here
By BERNICE.HULL
Staff Writer ·

mostly in community development in Thailand, Iran, Colombia, Afghanistan and the
Peace C o r p s volunteers
Ivory Coast in Africa.
Peggy Combs and Milrn Stea~Students can pick' up appliman ·will be here through Fri-,
cations in the lobby of the
day recruiting USF stu~ents.
University Center (CTR). The
There are four or five pro- Modern Language Aptitude
grams· open for students . be- Test will be· given ' in CTR 223
ginning their training · next from 2 until 5 p.m. today
summer. These programs are and tomorrow from 1 to 3,

Campus

Book_

Phi.

cfi

On Friday it will be given
from 2. to 5 p.m. in CTR 200.
Students should apply a year
.ahead of the time they expecL
to serve.
IN THE iU-PUCATION,
students can name an area in
which they wish to serve.
Along with the area they can
name a few specific countries:

USF ·Clubs Oller Variety

By STEVE ADAMS
ties will vary from the annual
Mo than 150 empJoyers a1re current•
Sta.ff Writ~r
tour of tlie University of FloriIY seeking USF students for C09perafive Education Training assignment for
Quarter II Training Period starting ·
If you've been searching ·for da College of Medicine to a
Thursday, Dec. 26. For further informa•
d
scheduled program on cardioi
tion visit or phone the CCK>P Office,
something tQ do on Satur ays, vascular surgery.
ENG 37, phone 988--4131, ext. 171.
why not join the WindjamAmong openings now listed are- the
following:
,
mers at the University Center
This·-year's program began
LIBERAL ARTS
as they head for. a day of sail- with a talk by Dr. Robert
Da,te
Political Science: Department of
ing•
Egolf director of the Student
Times and plac;es of organ lzalions
Stale, Passport Division, various locaThis
Health Service on "The - Fuexpanding
S
a
i
I
i
n
g
· meeting regularly are posted on the
lions throughout the. U.S.; General SerUniversity Cenler lobby bulletin boards.
vices Administration, Atlanta and
group has lined up many sail-' ture . of American Medical
Practice."
Delta The~oi:!i Drive, from. 9
Washington, D.C.; City of Hol.lywood . ing programs and · events .for
■.m., Cenler lobby.
·ccity Manager's office), Hollywood,
fhe coming year. Regattas at
On Oct. 21 ,the members
women's Perspective, 9 a.m., CTR
F la.; Hillsborough County Clerk of the
Davis Island, Tampa, and St. of the
201
USF Pre-Fedical SoCircuit Court, Tampa; National Ar-1ir1d11e Lessons, 2 p.m., CT•R 47.
chives and Records Service, WashingPetersburg Yacht Clubs, as . ciety heard a short disserta~
· .
water Ski Club, . 2 p.m., CTR 200.
ton, D.C., National Park Service, New
well as various Flon~da Uruti.on on "The Pre-Mediqal Exsports car c'lub, 2 p.m., CT1R 201.
York, N.Y. and Washington, o .c.; City versities, are among many of
perience," to help orient new
Ciampus Americans fOr Democratic
of Sarasota residents only, Sarasota;
hich
· ht
Action. 2 p.m., CTR 202.
of Sarasota (City Manager's Office> .the events W
llllg ap- Pre-Medical Society memlFC, 2 p.m., CTR 203· Sarasota residents only, Sarasota; U.S.
peal
the racing enthusiast. bers.
r
zo'1~spitality Committee, 2 p.m.,
House of Representatives, Washington,
. For those ~f you who have
1" 1" 1"
. uc Arts and Exhibits committee, 2
D.C.; Office of Education, Washington, little or no experience in sail1
Dc
The World Affairs Council
-. p.m., CTR 213·
· ·
ing come to the 7 p.m. Monuc Dance committee, 2 p.m., CTR
Pre-Law: Department of state, Pass. •
.
•
election results are as fol223·
port Division, various locat ions through- _ day 1:1eepng and receiv~ I~lows: pre S j dent, John
SA Cabinet Meeting. 2 p.m., CTR 205• . Plac:einent Servjces
out tfle U.S.; HIiisborough County Clerk ' struction -from experts witlun
:n~~dent Government, 2 p.m., _CTR.
of the Circuit Court, Tampa; Navona!
the club.
Etridge; Vice ' - Presidents,
Senior Accounting Organization,, 2
T·he following organizations will be in- Archives and •Records Service, Wash•
Linda
Stokely,· Tsuguo Rushp.m., BUS 107.
·
terviewing on campus. Check with_ ington, D.C.; National Pa-rk service,
So ir you're interested in a ing and Trula 0-Haire; SecreCollege of Educations Advisory Coun- . Placl!ment, ADM 277, '?XI. 2895, for- in-- Washington, D.'C:.; and U.S. House of relaxing day of sailing mixed
ell, 2 p.m., KIVA.
tervlew locations, to schedule appointFlorida Engineering Society, 2 p.m.,
ments, ~r for further information.
Representatives; Washington, D.C.
with a little competition, the tary, Ellison Fuller; TreasurENG 4
er, Patsy Lapentti.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 5:30 p.m., RAN
NOVEMBER 11
Pre-Med:. Bethesda Memorial HospJ. ·Windjammers expect you.
, l09E,F.
Ford Motor. co.: Mfg. & plant engrs. tal, Boynton Beach; . Florida State
,,,,
,_,
1"
The Dance T}Jeatre Clijb is.
UC Program Council, 6:30 p.m., CTR quality control, production plan, conlrol
Board Of Health, Winter Haven; Tampa
•
.
cl
Tri Chi Pledges, 7 p.m., CTR 204.
& supr. numerical control; en11r, bus
General. Hospita l, .Tampa.
During
the 1968-1969 aca- sponsoring an open Jazz ass .
'rri Delta Pledges, 7 p.m., CTR 205. · adm, rngt. chem.
.
th
USF'
Pretoday
at
2 p.m in Theatre
Tri Chi Pledges, 7 p.m., c;:TR 205.
'
Pre-Pharmacy: Tampa General Hos•
demic year- e
s
'
·•
Tau Kappa Epsilon Pledges, 7 p.m.,
NOVEMBER 12
pilal, ,Tampa.
M
. edical . Society expects_. to · Arts·_ (TAR).'222._
CTR 213.
' _
•
·
• Tenn. Copper
· {US Phosphoric) : ProcAlpha· Della Pi' Pledges, 7 p.m., CT·R
ess dev, design or field engr; CHE,
Psychology: City of Tampa (Person- offer the ultimate in campus
Experience in jazz dance is
215. .
·
·
CE, ·EE; ME. Geigy. Chem. Corp:· Dev,
dBridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 255- prod, eogr, ana & quality con; chemis- nei Department), Tampa;. Fairfield
pr~_·inedical activities. . Activi- · not required and. all stu ents •
6. ·
try, mech engr. Geigy Chem Corp: Will Hills Hospital, Newtown, Conn.; Juve- - ~ ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - -- Karate Beginners, 7 p.m., GYM 5.
interview qualified J~s, Srs and Grads nile court of Hillsborough County,
Karate Women, 7 p.m., GYM 101.
for SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Fla.
.
S h I H'
'
.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Board of Control, State Dept. of •Public Welfare: Welfare
Tampa; Monlanar l Clinical c 00 • ia8 p.m., CTR 223.
worker; all fields, Fla. merit sys. leah; and Office Of Educat ion, WashingTHURSDAY
exam. Retail Credit Corp.: 1nvestiga• ton, D.C.
Phi Delta Theta Blood Drive: from 9 tors; all fields. Deer,ng Milliken Sera.m., CTR lobby.
vice corp.: Mrg Mgt, staff & bus sysSociology: ·Division of Welfare, Hospl•
BIS Luncheon, 11 :SO a.m., C'f.R 255·6. terns, research; all fields & chem (for fal' and Welfare Board; Tampa; JuveUnited Fund Meeting,; 1 p.m., CTR research).
nile Court of Hillsborough County,
1
~xecutlv• Seminar Series, 3 p.m.,
NOVEMBE·R 13
Tampa; Office of ·education, WashingC~~r~~lan Science, 4:30 p.m., VTR 215. •en~~,::;,~~o~setec~e~le; 0 ~m:~f~r:; ton, D.C.
Executive Seminar Series-Dinner, 5:30 · mgt & bus, dev; engr. Warner ROiiins
· Speech:· NASA-Marshall Space Flight
p.m., CTR 255-6.
Air Materiel:' EE,· AE, ME, CHE, IE, Center, Huntsville, Ara.; Florida CounBy RALPH GOLDEN
po~ible to actually read brain
Sigma Nu Study Hall, 6 p.m., PED
metal eng, electronics; engr. Chevron
no. ·
Chem, co., Sales trainee; kit, and any cil for Prevention of Blindness, Tampa.
1
·
Staff
Writer
weave responses to sound.
Campu$ Crusade for Christ, 6:30
interested fn sales.
,
Zoology: Encephalitis Researcti cenp.m., cT,R Q.
• • ~
._._>-~
N-OVE
, MB
~ ERl
.,.:-'-- . · ' ter, Tampa; Fooc1··11nil Drug Jl.dmlnls•
It is irrip'o rtant to .detect
USF
has
· the
commer4
Della Gamma .Pledges, 6:30 p.m.,
·
'
·
Dc
G
d
, CITR 213.
.
us Naval Training Device center:
tration, W,ash111gton, . .; ame an
hearing
deficiencies in chilcial
model
of
an
Evoked
ReStudent Association Meeting, 7 p.m., -Engr, physicists, psch, math ; EE, ME, Fresh Water Fish Commission, various
· CTR 252E,W.
·
AE, math, phys, psy. John Hancock
locations in Florida; Marineland, St. sponse Audiometer which is . dren , before tne age of three.
IFC •Public Relations, 7 p.m., . CTR Molual Life Ins: Msat. . trainee, sales, Augustine;
Silver . Springs, Ocala;
216.
'
used to ..translate· brain wave This enables the child to learn
·
sales mgt, acct mgf, 'data ll(_OC, mkf,
Karate !IBf!lnners, 7 p,m., .,GYM _
s. act; math, acctg, mgt, mkt. John Han•_ Tampa General Hospital, Tainpa; U.S. responses to sound.
language and to speak befor_e
"-.-.-.-."'.-.-....,.-.-.-.-.-.-..,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.,-.-..
.-.--~----.-.,- Bu,:-e au of Commercial ,Fisheries, loca•
•-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~-.-'-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-."".'-.-.-.
the handicap becomes too
lions in Florida and South Carolina;
• The device is owned by the
great.
U.S. Coast' Guard, Washington, D_:c.
Tampa school for the Oral
WITHDRAWAL: Friday, Nov. 15, is
the last day to withdraw without penal•
ty.
GRADE REPORTS: Final Instructor
grade reports are due Jn Records Office
the week of Dec. 9-13 by 24 hours following last class session. The quarter
ends on Friday, Dec. 13.

p.m,

to

\ re invited to participate.
The Club asks those who
come to wear loose or comfortable clothing. The Dance
Club is also sponsoring -a
dance ("speciality in choreography") workshop.

,,.,, ,,,

,,,

Today, in the Kiva of the
Education Building, the Col·Iege of Education Association
is sponsoring a faculty, student coffee and seminar. All
· College of Education faculty
and students are invited to
come have free coke and coffee.
J. A. Battle dean of College
of Education is: to make a
short talk during the · seminar.

,,, ,,, ,,,

·A Peace Corps volunteer
can turn down an assignment
if he does· not like the location. This does not disqualify
him from the program.
Volunteers do not need a
foreign language, the main requirement is a desire to go
overseas and a willingness to
work. The Peace Corps prefers students in · college to
graduate students, however, if
they have a specific skill they
can volunteer.
A minimum age of 18 is re-,
quired, 21 is preferred. Volunteers must be United States
citizens and .have no dependents 18 or younger. The aver- age age of volunteers · is 23.
. THE PEACE CORPS accepts about ,two out of every
five applicants.
Training la~ts from 10 to 13
weeks and is divided into
three areas: language, culture
and the specific · project. Volunteers are expected to serve
two years. About 18 per cent
extend. In some countries 40
to· 60 per cent extend.
The primary goals of the
Peace Corps are to help the
middle-level manpower, to~increase understanding of the
United States abroad, and to
increase Americans' understanding of other nations.

ANNE'ITE.JOBNSON
. .. first USF entry.

Johnson First
Annette Johnson, 19-year-old
coed majoring in social sciences is the first USF student
to enter the 196!1. Miss Tampa
Pageant.
David Smith, entries chair•
man, said the Tampa Jaycees
are looking for more contes•
tants from the University.

FREE
SQAP
to ·

USF
Students
'
;Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
At ·

KOINKLEEN

Last Monday,-the College of . PRESENTLY there are
Education held an organiza. nine USF stuµents serving
tiona.J. meeting for students in- with the Peace Corps. They'
•terested in joining The Na- are: Betty McLaughlin, Ecuational Educational Association dor; James McLaughlin, Ec(N.E.A.), . Student Florida uador; Sandra Murphy, EthioEducation · A s s o ci a t i o n pia; Rob~rt Pureychi, Sierra
(S-F.E.A.) and Student. Edu- ·Leone; Joseph Brand, the'
cation Association (S.E.A.).
Philippines ; Elizabeth Howze,
If you missed the . meeting Ceylon; Thomas Howze, Ceyyou should contact L. G. Rob- lon; lfonalg, Masce, Micronerts the College of Education esia and David Philips Jr:
Student Advisor.
Thailand.

USF Gets Aud.io

LAUNDROMAT.
TEMPLE TERRACE

SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.1Q:30·P.M.

ON SALE! M'CR0-4 STEREO'_TAPE PLAYER

Device For Deafs

0

first

ERRACE
. re-,

cu -rate liguQn
8448 _5 6th Stre~t
TEMPLE TERRACE

·· CUT RATE LIQUORS.

Next To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

ENGINEERING .
Aerospace Engineering: Air Force
Eastern . Test Range, Patridc Air Force
Base, Fla.; City of, Hollywood, Hollywood, F la.; -General electric, Apollo
Suppc;,rt D!!Pllrlment, Cape Canaveral;
International Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala.; NASA,Goddard Space Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA-Manned
Spacecraft . Center, Houston; - NASAWallops Station, Wallops Island, Va.';
Naval Air Rework Facility, Jackson•
ville; Naval Ordnance ' Station, · Indian
Head, Md.; Naval Ship Researeh and
,Development Center, Washington, D.C.;
Office of Education, Washington, D.C.;
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.; Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft, West i'aim
Beach; Warner Robins Air Force Base,
Macon, Ga .

Drive the exciting new

Chemical Engineering: Allon Box
Board Company, Jacksonville; Argonne
National Laboratory; Argonne, Ill.; City
of Hollywood, .Hollywood; Fla.; E. I.
duPont de Nemours and Co., Kinston,
N.C.; Aiken, Camden, and Florence,
s .c., and CMttanooga, Tenn.; Ford
Motor co., various; General' Electric
Co., ·Rome, .Ga.; Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; Kaiser Agrlnance Station, Indian Head, Md.; Picatcultural Chemicals, Tampa; Naval Ordinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.;_ SmithDouglass Division (Borden Company),
Plant City; Tampa Electric Company,
Tampa; Warner Robins A{r Force

Base, Macon, Ga.

Car and Driver calls this newest BMW 11the most' spectacular bargain in the entire spectrum of imported cars!" A
cruising speed of 100 mph. Fantastic roadholding. And
mor:e. That's the latest from Germany's famed Bavarian
Motor Works, where racing victories are a 50-year tradition.
Recent BMW triumphs include winning the last three ra~s
in a row at Spa Francorchamps in Belgium. For the driving
thrill of your life, drive this new BMW today! ·

.$2,597.
P.O:E. New York

,.
Advan·ta,eous European delivery for tourists.

MVARIAN MOTOR WORK$

19691600 AND
2002 MODELS IN

STOCK NOW
1

DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS INC.
3652 CYPRESS• TAMPA, Fl OR/DA

..

Cb.:::'.O>

·

1

Civil Engineering: Air Force Eastern
Test Range, Patrick Air Force Base,
Washington, D.C.; City of Hollywood,
Hollywood, Fi{I.; Corps of Engineers,
Jacksonville and Tampa, Fla.; Florida
State Road Department, Various locations in Florida; Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio; Naval
Ship Research and Development Center,
Washin!lfon, D.C.; Offi ce of Education,
Washington, D.C.; Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn.; U.S. Al'my
Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.;
U.S. Coast Guard, Washlntgon," D.C.
and other locations; Warner Robins Air
Force Base, Macon, Ga.
Electrical Engineering: · Air, · Force
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
Base, Fla.; Argonne National Laborat1>
ry, Argonne, 111.; Boeing, Cape Kennedy; Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C.; City of Hollywood, Hollywood, Fla.; Continental Can Company, ·
Tampa, Houston, and New Orleans; Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia ; E. I. duPont de Nemours and
Company, Camden, and Florence, S.C.;
Electronic Communications, Inc., St,
Petersburg; Florida Power Corp.. St.
Pe~rsburg; F lorida Power and Light
Co., various locations in F lorida; Ford
Motor Co., Atlanta; and Dearborn,
Mich.; . General Electric Co., Cape Ca•
naveral; and Rome, Ga.; Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; International Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala.; Martin-Marietta Corp., Orlando; NASA-Kennedy, Space Center,
Cape Kennedy; NASA-Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA·
Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Va .; NASA-Wallops Station, Wallops
Island, Va.; Naval Ordnance Station,
Indian Head, Md.; Naval Ship Research
and Development Center, Washington,
D.C.; Office of Education, Washington,
D.C.; Picalinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.;
Tampa Electric Co., Tampa; Tennessee
Valley Authority, Knoxville, and Chatta<11ooga, Tenn. ; U.S. Coast Guard, Wash•
ington, D.C.;_ Union Carbide, . Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; VITRO, Huntsville, Ala.;
Warner Robins Air Force Base, Macon,
Ga.; Westinghouse, Tampa, Fla.
Industrial En'gineering: Air Force
Eastem Test Range, Patrick Air Force
Base, Fla.; Alton Box Board Co., Jack•
sonville; Bramlett Manufacturing Co.,
St. Peler;sburg; Ciy of Hollywood,
Hollywood, Fla.; E. I. duPont de Nemours . and Co., Kinston, N.C., Camden,
S.C.; FMC Corp., Lakeland; Ford
Motor !=g., Various; General Electric
Co., Cape Kennedy; Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; Honeywell,
St. Petersburg, Tampa; International
Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala.;
. Nava I Ordnance Station, Indian . Head,
Md.; Naval Air Rework· Facllltv, Jacksonville; Office of Education, Washing•
ton, D.C.; Pieatlnny Arsenal, Dover,
N.J .; Warner Robins Air Force Base,
Macon, Ga.; Westinghouse, . Tampa.
Additional openings will be listed n~xt
week.

· ,-

l

Pres. John S. Allen officially received the instrument in
a ceremony Oct. 17 at University Apartments.

Deaf and was purchased with
private funds raised by Dr.
Thomas Edwards. Edwards is
a local practitioner, and a
board member of the Tampa
School.
The audiometer is presently
on loan to th e University
Speech Pathology and Audiology Institute according to
Clarence E. Webb, director of
the institute'.
The operation of the audiometer is extremely complex
and requires highly skilled
personnel to operate it a'nd
qualified personnel are availabie at USF. The University
has agreed to do all of the
testing of pre-school children
for the school.
Until the. advent of this machine the only way of determining oral ' defects was by
visual observation. Now with
the aid of the audiometer it is

• 4-Track Stereo
• ~rystal Clear
Hi-Fidelity Sound·
• 1one Control

\.

. SALE
, "Eight Experienced
Cos"!etologists To Serve You"

• Balance Control
• 30 Watts of Audio
• l Year over-the-counter
exchange guarantee

95

$2400 WORTH
+ FREETAPE

INSTAUATION &
SPKRS. OPJ.

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON

Temple TeM"ace Shopping Center

Phone 988-2798

I
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OIAMO.ND MERCHANTS 01" AMERICA

G .0 RDON •&
~

J E w ·E LE RS

IN _TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S
TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 Soth STREET

AND

NORTH GATE

3924 BRITTON PLAZA

Shopping·Center

SHOPPING CENTER

9013 N. FLORl,DA AVE.

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

'Mon.;-Thurs; &-Friday ·9 to ·9· ._

4115 HENDERSON ,
BLVD.
Open Ta,es., Wed. & Sat. 9to 6 ,

Telephone 872-8444

JERRY ~TERNSTEIN

Veep Choices·
Seen Chasing
The Bucket

0&2\..CLE

~~
4-U. of South Florida, October 30, 1968

EDITORIALS . AND COMMENTARY

John Nance Garner, a former
Vice-President, once said, "The office of Vice-President isn't worth a
r
warm bucket of spit.''
Nevertheless; this election· year
we find three candidates running
hard for the bucket.
Ted (Spiro) Agnew of Maryland
is the Republican nominee for the
office and until Richard Nixon
pulled his name out of a hat, Spiro,
as his frienps call him, was a polit1
ical unknown.

Vote Anyway-

port of Sen. Eugene McCarthy, really too
That great day of "participation'' is
·
late to be of much help.
almost here. Tuesday you ,vill roll ' out of
ONE BRIGHT SPOT in the Humphrey
bed and realize you must finally drag
down to the polls and make your selec- campaign is Edmund Muskie, ,vho has
tion for the 37th President of the United .emerged as the darling of the election
with his effective heckler-handling techStates.
niques and down to earth liberal philosoYou probably don't. have your heart in
phy.
it. Or maybe you do.
The Wallace phenomenon with its emIt's been a tough year, tragedywrought and depressing. A year of vio- phasis on "law and order'' has forced
lence, war .and dissatisfaction: Yes, we Nixon and Humphrey to qeef up their
YOl,Jffl FINDS
own statements on law enforcement.
are all dissatisfied. .
it hard to identify
Wallace has preyed on the fear of
AND NOW WE are asked to choose a
with Spiro when
discivil
increasing
of
fear
Americans,
·
will
hope
we
who·
·leader, _a leader
he makes stateorder and crime but mostly, a fear of
change the course of America, a leader
the l3lack American becoming a power~
who can find a solution to the Vietnam
mehts like ''fat
Jap,~• "policem-en
War and who can bring economic and so- ful force.
POLLS HAVE SHOWN' that the typicial stability on the homefront. •
s h o u 1 d always
It's a tall order. And not many cif us cal 'Wallace supporter is a lower middle
shoot to kill in riot
are naive enough to think that orie man • class blue collar worker. It is this group
and .
situations,"
· whicQ. sees_-its _own status threatened qy
.
can solve all the problems.
"college students .
. . . . any elevation m the status of Negroes.
·
.
we are distressed that so inany
THE POLITI~S have played th~ . .
who p r · o t e s L
I
game very well this year. They have Americans r~adily' support a man who
snould not ,remain
- Aw, C'mon, George. We're Having A Party!
managed to do all th~ li~e ~gs ri~h~, ." has but · one te.rm as a governor to. offer
students."
I
·'
e:,g>erience and who one tim'e defied
and really blow the big tasks (like·Chica-.
Spiros' record as governor has
the f~derai government at the doors of
go).
f
'
something less than spectac·ubeen
The Presidential candida'tes have', ' the University of Alabama..
although he has done little
and
lar
avoided committing 1hemselves. . Nixon, : Perhaps one candidate won't' receh.;e
national notoriety he did
of
worthy
Humphrey and Wallace all offer "solu- · · the majority of f!i~·electoral•votes. This
gain headlines during his brief
tions" without explaining how :they will seems likely. If so, the House of Rep· resentatives· will choose the President
bout w it h "politician's hoofbring them about. .
and the Senate the Vice-President: ·
Richard Nixon has made a terrific poin-mouth disease."
THIS •SITUATION could· ·make the
litical comeback for a political candidate
SEN. EDMUND MUSKIE of
election interesting, . •sinc.e it hasn't
who was defeated six ·years ago in the
is the Democratic nominee,
Maine:
California gubernatorial el~ction and proved to be entirely satisfying.
,;
(
Anyway, you'll have a chance Tuessince then hasn't made a bid for elective ,
a sort of eastern· seaboard Gene
,_, HJ:IH began in 1958 the long and ar- McCarthy. Muskie too was a politiSeld!>m has a national election been
and destroy manysof the programs in efday to vote for a few other people in other
office.
better
a
this
make
will
which
today
fect
fight to implement the limited
duous
races, such as the Fl.orida Senate race so vital and crucial to the future of the
HAS BECOME the . "forgotten
cal unknown until Happy Hubbie
America.
Test Ban Treaty of 1963.
.Americans" hero, the hero for the man between LeRoy Co).lin~ and Ed Gurney, . United States. The .American youth has
called to him for Help.
Florida legislature s~ats and _local of- brought a new dimension to the political ·
who works for a living, pays his taxes,
DO YOU KNOW THAT:
THE ·RECORD of this statesman is
And help has been Muskie's re.
fices.
and qoesn't demonstrate or commit acts
~ HHH ~ponsored the legislation to
scene, but even with the death of Robert
youth
the
of
support
the
with
and
open,
His soft spoken, warmsponse.
And you can express your opinion on
of violence.
will
man
courageous
this
country,
this
of
1961.
in
Corps
Peace
the
up
set
of
setback
temporary
the
and
Kennedy
captured the vot~s of
has
manner
revision of Florida's outdated, horseHis choice of Spiro Agne"!' as his runof the Kenne- young ·and old and has helped to
tradition
the
in
continue
of
youth
the
first
we,
the
passing
in
McCarthy,
Eugene
succe1;ded
HHH
~
have
don't
We
cpnstitution.
and-buggy
ning mate may have seemed a mistake,
dys.
space tQ go into the specifics of the l).eW · America will continue to have our voice Civil Rights plank in the Democratic
but even Agnew's verbal lboo-bocis
rejuvenate_ Humphr_e y's lackluster
Sept.
on
Kennedy
Ted
of
words
the
In
haven't hurt the poll leader, at a~. Nix~ . constitution but we feel that basically it
1948.
in
Convention
processes.
pontical
the
in
heard
campaign.
ha~ very sound improvements over the
on's offer of a "new directioh" after a
30, 1968: "To all who look for peace in
. A "new politics" liberal, Musk~ HHH led the fights for passage of
We need a man who can listen effecI
generally unpopular Johnson· administra- · 1885 version. .\ ·
engreat
given
have
you
Vietnam,
and
citizen
senior
the
and
youth
to
tively
ie is the only one of the major canCivil Rfghts Bills in 1957, 1960 and 1964.tion is just too go~d for most people to ' NOW BACK TO your big decision.
both.
assist
to
attempt
seek
who
'all
To
hope.
and
couragement
didates ,t o receive· the support of
~ .HHH endorsed the Kerr-Reuther
Many of you will be voting for the ·first
pass up.
party and Eugene ·McCarthy.
the
in
directions
constructive
more
and
new
cease
immediate
an
for
calling
Proposal
·. And poor Humphrey never seemed to time. Most of you like one candidate at ·
who
man
a
FOR
VOTE
YOU CAN
American foreign policy in the nuclear
be able to liberate himself and his cam-. least a little better than the other two.
would run over dissent, stifle intelligent fire by all sides and de-escalation of· the
war.
Think a:bout. it, Decide. , ~paign from the ,Johnson administration.
' LeMAY THE HAWKvoices and destroy racial harmony, but
age, you have taken a position of distinct
,· And vote anyway.
He's finally obtained the reluctant su~
.~ HHH, in his first act as Senator,
we 1.c. anriot do that and keep the ideals of
leadership."
Gen. ·Curtis LeMay is the third
what Humphrey, Jobn Kennedy, Robert introduced legislation to provide medical
.
.
Vice:Presidential candidate and he
I SOIJCIT YOUR SUPPORT, fellow
Kennedy and Martin Luther King stood care of the aged. It passed 16 years
later.
for.
Americans, in electing , and supporting runs under the Independent Party
the only man who will guide this great banner.
~ HHH started the Food for Peace
No. We must,support Humphrey and
,
the ideals of the Democratic party be- Program and advocated strengthening country for the good of us all. Now is the
USF's .political opinions seem to ed poll; It is only a straw vote conAS A .MILITARY MAN LeMay
\
time. H~ph.rey is ready. .Are you?
the United Nations.
disrupt
cause the other alternatives
ducted ·by a newspaper. The breal.{e.cho the national and state polls
is the most hanc:h'capped of the
' ;>. • .
in
found
ballots--is
total,
the
of
down
~
con:.
poll
vote.
according to a straw
nominees as he· is not adept at
a news story on page one· of this
ducted by The Oracle last week.
campaigning. And in the begin_
issue.
From 403 ballots cast, which is
ning, after his annointment by
, OF ALL THE statistics derived
three per cent of the total student
George Wallace, he too suffered
from the p0ll the most astounding
population, Nixon-Agnew won the
from "hoof-in-mouth" disease.
was that a significant number of
presidential. election, Collins the
A raving hawk on Vietnam,
students voted for McCarthy and
Senate race and Gibbons the House
LeMay had urged President John
. e b~ot. These
Gurney · on the sam
·
in the Sixth District.
F. Kennedy to use "all force necesliberalism
extrein~
represent
men
HOWEVER, one discour:aging
sary" in the Cuban crisis of 1960.
and extreme conser-vatism and it
note was· that most of the students
is hard to r ealize the joining of the
In recent years, and tragically, in re- has ideas, who can carry these ideas anced for six years out of 36 for the
were not· r egistered voters and, of
NOT VOTE GETTERS
weeks, America has been rocked iby through and who is strong enough to Democrats, while 21 out of 33 for the Recent
mind.
anyone's
in
two
c ourse, did not intend to vote.
publicans.
Since this poll has been con- 'disorders, shocked by crime, stunned by
Facts, ·however, have been comr
. Of the three candidates then,
safeguard the welfare qf everyone.
assassinations and 'left in puzzled fury by
McCarthy has said he will
ducted,
piled rto sho·w that students usua lly
PERSONAL INCOME TAX was in- none was placed on the ticket be1egislarights
civil
vital
pass
c;an
We
. a wave of unruly demonstrations and\
creased 13 times under the Democrats cause he would gather in a subreflect their parents' voting prefer- .throw his support to Humphrey. It
obstructions, not ·only in the streets of1 tion declaring equality and it will be
:those
if
that
note
while it increased only once under the stantial amount of popular votes.
to
interesting·
is
e·n c·e s. So, it can be concluded that
our cities, but in the halls of our great largely accepted; - but unfortunately,
Republieans.
McCarthy
for
voted
who
USF
at
some segments of society will not accept
even most of the students ques.
·
universities.
WliILE A STRONG ViceThere is "a need for change." But
were to t hrow ,t heir support I to
were not registioneq by our
We need a searching new look at our . it. True equality will come only when the
this change should not be made out of Presidential candidate can add
poor have influence· and this influence
politicai and social "system" itself. Betered, their vote is still significant Humphrey also, he would tra il
reaction but out of desire for progress. greatly to a ticket a weak candican come only when they are economiNixon by only two votes on the
cause in the next four years our leaders
in that it m ay reflect the opinions
date in the same respect could imstrong.
caIJy
talks
and
negotiations,
to
called
be
will
a
by
perhaps
and
campus,
USF
of two-other r egister ed voters.
NEXT TUESDAY you will have three
leaders.
world
other
the
with
choices for change: one a pseudo-liberal, measureably .detract from the _vot· This poll is not to be considered ~mall amount or even win in the
TO DO THIS we need a sq-cmg, comother: a pseudo-conservative · and ing s trength of a ticket.
the
.
passiol_la.te leader. We need a leader who
a legitimate scientifically condu~t7 national election:
WE CAN'T ~RD to have a weak
This year the candidates for the
M. Nixon. ·
Richard
to
government
our
mobilize
only
not
will
President carry the American standard.
seemed •t o choose runpresidency
private
the
mobilize
also
but
poor
the
aid
"Richard M. Nixon is the one" who
Nor can we afford to have an inexperiwould fall into n eiwho
mates
ning
sector.
that
change
for
program
a
offered
has·
enced one.
just be as Vice
and
category
ther
depresent
its
of
out
America
lead
will
Only Richard Nixon can salvage
Such a man is Richard Nixon.
pressed state and into a greater tomor- Presidents should be " seen and not
pus composed m ainly of "hardAmerica's position in world affairs
Campus Coalition did it. They
We need such a man 1to correct the
row.
where the Johnson administration has
core apa,thetic.s." Surprisingly,
heard."
got students to "Give a Damn. i ,
recdrd of the past 69 years. This record
failed so mis~rably.
they didn't manage to up the .total
And they directed an WlprecedentVOTE TUESDAY, but vote "a·s if
shows the Democrats have been in office
ONLY THE REPUBLICANS
student votes a great d eal from the
ed voting bloc which managed to
your whole world depends on it." It does. sought to use the Vice-Presidency
36 years out of the 69. The budget balAT HOME WE NEED a leader who
late election Quai:ter ill. . · ·
elect 19 out of 20 Coalition candithis y ear as a balance scale. The
'
dates to the · student Association
BUT THE STUDENTS · that
Democrats chose a "safe Mainer,"
legislature.
( voted got the m essage - via daily
and. the Wallace people chose a
.With promises to ·work for stuenumerating· ,)student
handouts
Wallacite.
dents rights and the best organized
gripes, buttons, leaflets and a pre publicity campaign this University . marked sample ballot. And t hat
A HEARTBEAT AWAY
has witnessed, the Coalition manm essage said, Campus Coalition
. aged to garner 1200 straight•party
This year, more .than ever be was going to DO SOMETHING.
votes out of the 2,681 cast. .
- Anyway, now they are in powe r.
fore, th~ people are aware t hat the
The Coalition's s uccess illus- · And we appla ud one of t heir firs t
man ~ ey _ choose for "number
hlates what can happeJJ on a ' camtwo" is just a "heartb eat away"
accomplishments - approving Ben
party
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when
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a
bondage.
as
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tary science, condemned
A. radical or a re.alist?
Brown's Senate appointment. .
has pulled the Negro from Bondage. He from the pres idency. Many say
he speaks of the nuclear bomb as being
George Corley Wallace was destined
to spark national controversy and ulti- . just another weapon in our arsenal. In- is pulling himself up, aided by many stu- that on the issue s the ViceSOME COALITIONS say the
dents who accept the Negro -as a man Presidential candidates this year
terestingly, he speaks at a time when
mately ·be labeled a demagogue and a
bloc is· over-, that from now on
with emotions, a mind and a spirit.
both sides in the Cold War possess
radical .because he spoke of reality in a
m e mbers will vote individual(y on
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world's
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effect
emasculating
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is." I'll concede at any moment that
it is," and he did, on Vietnam, crime, doI
-most Coalition m embers seem to
preme Court rulings.
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The Oracle Is written and e dited by s tudents at
We love Our Readers Write.
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Brown: Another View· Of
EDITOR:
When we have been politically chaste for so damn long,
it might be foolish to kick
against even half-hearted offerings of excitation. But if we
are going to start playing
evaluative games with student
activism, we had best get our
minds right at the outset.
Last week's timid editorial
and, more specifically, John
Thomson's sloppy irrelevance
concerning the nation. a 1
"image" and membership
pedigree of Students for a
Democratic Society fall short
of really responsible consider1
ation of the group.

BOTH TREATMENTS beg
the very essential question of
political relevance : Are the
aims of SDS justifiable? If
this question can be answered
in the affirrnative,· then all the
implications of image and
who is involved are reduced
to secondary, if not trivial,
importance_.
SDS is seeking radical
changes in American societal
structure. They assert (with
amazing articulation for anarchists, I think) that participa-

tory democracy is impracticable in the kind of socioeconomic tyranny w h i c h
seems a reasonable derivative
of the more inhuman characteristics of American capitalism
. THEY DON'T like racism colonialism (neither foreign 'nor domestic) , imperialism and in loco parentis. They
do like democracy, free university and peace.
Now if you look around, you
might notice that these kinds
of values amount to substantial challenges to the ways we
(Lyndon Johnson, CI a u de
Kirk, John Allen, et al) operate things. Zap - a confrontation.

IF WE REALLY sincerely
pursue these values - and I
believe them fairly significant
values - where do we draw
the line as to how far and to
whom we shall carry them?
I suspect that the line \vill
be · drawn somewhere along
the boundaries· of our integrity. If we are foolhardy enough
to refuse to draw the tine at
the Administration Building,
at the Draft Board or even a t

the White House, then we
might very well find ourselves
(reluctantly or otherwise) in
the forefront of a revolution.
REVOLUTION IS B A D
press ; and to expect entrenched journalistic complacency to ripple into apprecia-

tive enthusiasm at attacks
leveled at part of a system
which supports and contributes
to its respectability is, to say
the least, naive.
"Image" is a variable too
easily manipulated thy the
objects of SDS assaults to be
trusted as indica~ve of SDS

SDS

actualities.
Furthermore, to attempt to
undermine the worthiness of
SDS goals by listing the more
unpopular political leanings of
its members is merely sloppy
logic. Sen. McCarthy (the
1950's version pretty well ex-

'Nixon Stiff, The Same'
'

.

and votes cast while he was in pletion allowance. He voted for
EDITOR:
the Tidelands Oil Bill. He votThere has been a good deal Congress.
The $18,000 was collected by ed for the price-fixing Basing
of talk about the old and the
new Nixon. As someone who Dana Smith who had a tax Point Bill of the oil comhas lived in both of these peri- case befbre the government panies.
ods, I would like to recall involving a $500,000 tax reFurthermore, Nixon's brothsome of the facts about the old fund. Nixon sent a member of er received a $205,000 loan
Nixon.
his office to the Justice De- from Howard Hughes which
- On Sept. 18, 1952, the New partment's tax bureau to was for a second mortgage on
York Post published an ac- apply pressure on Smith's be- Lot 10 on Whittier Boulevard
count of Nixon's $18,000 · per- half.
in Whittier, Cal. - a piece of'
sonal expense fund which was
HE ALSO WROTE a letter real estate that no bank would
contributed by 76 of his to the American Ambassador have accepted as security for
friends. Although this story to Cuba to ask him to help a loan that size.
broke during the Presidential Dana Smith regarding his
These are just a few of •the
race, there were parts of the $4,000 gambling loss. ~
items related to the old Nixon.
country in which no newspaThere were eleven real espers carried the story.
tate executives who contribTHE NEWER NIXON voted
Under the rules of Con- uted to the Nixon f u n d. against Federal Aid to Educagress, a member may help his Nixon voted to reduce the tion, opposed ¥edicare and
constituents, but he is not al- number of public housing receptly argued strongly in
lowed to receive remuneration units from 50,000 to 5,000. He favor of the railroads and
for that help.
voted to . hurry up the expira- against the truckers at a time
RATHER; THERE is a defi- tion of wartime rent controls. when his law firm was receivnite statute which makes it a He voted to give local COJl1- ing $800,000 from two railroad
criminal offense for him to re- munities the option to lift rent companies.
ceive any remuneration for controls a r o u n d defense
As the French · say, "The
any representation he makes plants. ·
more Nixon changes, the
before the United States govFIFTE~N of the million- ""'-Ore he is the same,!'
ernment. In the Nixon case aires who contributed to his
JAMES A. GOULD
the gratutide for the funds funds were oil men and he
Professor
wa.s expressed by favors done voted against cutting the de,
Philosophy

T
s
.
,.
I 'o ,oc,a ism
I

[t

hausted this kind of irresponsibility).

A..i\ffi MOST OF US by this EDITOR:
time of our academic lives · Recently, while discussing
can list a few worthy contri- politics with a professor, he
butions to history by human expressed the view that Richbeings who are also Socialists, ard Nixon has failed to capCommunists or Veg~tarians.
ture the support of the young
I have little doubt that we people. He asked me why, as
can find some valid criti- a representative of today's
cisms to be made of SDS ac- youth, I do not support Richtivity. But John Thomson and ard Nixon. I gave the folthe more sensitive Oracle lowing reply.
staff members as well, must
Nixon is the foremost exambe willing to wade through su- ple of the hypocrisy of the
perficiality and irrelevance if "Old Politics". His is the 'phithey intend to stimulate, rath- losophy . shaped by cigar
er than bemuddle, our sensi- smoking politicians in hotel
bilities.
backrooms - promise the
J. BEN BROWN people anything to get elected.
4ENG . It is all right to rob the people

,

as long as you don't get
caught.
:NIXON WAVES the flag of
conservatism, yet recent reports indicate his cabinet will
consist of eastern establishment liberals .. This can only'
result in further progress
along the road to socialism.
I find. nothing in Nixon's
platform or the man himself
which offers anything of value
to a young person voting Nov.
5.
THE SALVATION of our
country depends on the election of George C. Wallace!
ENOT.OREZ

2CBS

RAY ZOGORSKI
·After another ,year of striving for
a more perfed Volkswagen, ·.
we bring you the only visible results.
Four nice new shades.
.
Of course, some people won't be -terribly impressed.
·
The way they see it, we let yeor ofter
yeor go by without ever really trying to improve our oppeoronce.
Never o bug with dramatic new toil fins.
Never a bug w ifh a , revolutionary new
grille.
Well, making sensationa l outs i de
changes iust isl)'! like us. Righi from the
start we've believed in unsensation0I inside changes.
Toke this year's bug. Nice though oil ifs
13 improvements ore, 'there's not o one
you•con exactly.coll the stuff o f high dromo.
Certainly not the · new night-ond -doy
inside mirror.
Or the better kind of weather stripping
between the e·ngine cove r ond th~body.
Or the new electric rear window defogger.
Or even the new ignition lock that combines with th e steering wheel lock.
Over the years, the result of our striving
hos mostly been little things. 2218 little
things to be exact.
But it's the little things thot moke for
perfection.
And perfection is
no little thing.

Grass Roots Success
For Campus Coalition
I

This Week: The oh-wow m'otorcycle now. Regardless,
Campus Coalition.
.' he gets things done. Ben has
Campus Coalition has been been rallying for the_Coalition
making promises to work for and has called it the greatest
powerful student government. · thing tf1at has happened to the
Pow, their bloc effort elested · campus.
19 of the 22 legislators in the
Oct. 22 election.

He came out of political inaetivism this quarter to take
AND, IN ONE of the first one more· stab at the possibility of real student power in the
actions of the legislature I
the ·Coalition helped to finally . University. ·
approve Ben Brown's Senate
STUDENT RIGHTS
Appointment.
AT THE SA MEETING
Wednesday Chip Jeffries; a
MUSTACIDOED BROWN
Coalition organizer, reminded
By the way, Ben is growing legislators of their responsibila mustache and is riding a ities concerning the Student

I
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Bill of Rights.
"We ran with the student's
rights issue. We've no right to
stall, because of the promises
we .made."

SICK AND TIRED OF BEING ANNOYED? .

Jeffries sajd the bill should
be tabled only if Pres. Allen
makes his recommendations
at next week's meeting.
"WE SHOULD thank him
then say, "here's ours.' We've
got to follow through with our
for his recommendations and
original impetus.''
GRASS ROOTS TACTICS
The McCarthy style grass
roots tactics of the Coalition
have to be admired. But another question has been raised.
Does the Coalition have out•
side support?

RECORD SALE!
.

~

.

.

Incredible Sound.
Incredible Price.

I'M CONVINCED it d·oes
not. It was a professional job
of politicking all the way
down to the pre-elec;tion hand•
outs with X's next to the Coalition candidates.
The Coalition claims it is
relying solely on student and
faculty financial support. I
was even approached for
money last week.
BLOC VOTING
The Coalition has been the
most effective example of
bloc voting here. Election results showed that most people
voted for all or none of the
Coalitipn candidates.

I

\

BUT BLOC VOTING may
n·o t be the pattern for the Coalition SA legislators. SA representative M i ke Domanski
said, '·'It looks like a bloc. The
Brown incident will probably
be the first and last time we
vote as a bloc.''
"We were elected as a bloc,
but will vote according to conscience."

COME ON DOWN ... AND GET WITH
THIS GREAT RECORD BONANZA
I

•WiliMJI

ROCK "N ROLL / ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS
RHYTHM & BLUES / JAZZ / FOLK i BIG BRANDS / TV THEMES
MOOD MUSIC / VOCALS / COUNTRY &. WESTERN / CLASSICAL
and Just about every other recorded category.

SPECIAL
SELECTION

UNCHAINED
Oct. 31st is the Last Day to
,
Pick up Your Reserved 1968 AEGEAN

OPEN SALE NOV.1st

'

'

ONLY$1~0

LEAVING SOME 6,000 students, the turnout of 2,681 in
last week's election shows
about the same percentage of
students voted as do adult voters in state and local elections. Coupl~ with a clear
1200 bloc vote for the Campus
Coalition, a job was well done.
Satisfied Ben Brown?

)19 TO )89

OVER
1,500 RECORDS

EACH
WHILF; QUANTITIES LAST ·

APATHY
. . We may as well talk about
apathy. Over 50 per cent of
the students here are 21 or
older and about 50 per cent
can be excluded when we talk
about potentially active students.

FRO~

CHOICE OF OVER 1,500 RECORDS

FEATURING
TOP ARTISTS
SUCH AS:

'BEATLES
BEACH BOYS
LOU RAWLS
NANCY Wl l:SON

SEEKERS
LETTERMEN
STONE PONEYS
GLEN CAMPBELL

Plus! A large selection of Classical Records

Also, a Selection of Shows: Oklahoma!, The King and I, Carousel,
Music Ma·n and others.

us

UNIV E S TV

CENTER

.

A-NDROS & AR.GOS CENTER~

>
..I

(

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR

Spa-~tans Hot

A 1-3-4 sweep by South Florida runners gave the Brahmans ·first in a cross country
meet at U~F Saturday and
pushed the incredible team
record to 15-0 in meet competition. ,

Coach Fran Curci and the Tampa Sp_artans
have pulled off one of the most remarkable turnabouts in Florida sports history. Curci took over a
team that had floundered in recent years apd built
it into a small college power capable of beating SEC
c,empetition. Curci, a young coach from Miami, has many
ideas about how a team should play footpall apd the,
Spartans have been the surprise of the South with a
5-l record. This corner likes the Spartans 6-0 wit~ a
win over Cincinnati;
Curci and his warriors faced a challenging
schedule which included Tulane and Mississippi
State. Add to that Southern Mississippi and even the
Florida Gators (ha, ha) would hav~ trouble.

.

'

Wonder when the Florida Gators will drop into
the "Nation's Worst Ten." After
North Carolina
and Vanderbilt aren':t national powers.
Yes, Coach Ray Graves and his team are really
having the _"Year of the Gator." Auburn, Georgia,
Kentucky and Miami may make this a memovable
year for Florida fans and the Gators. How does 6-3-1
or 54-1 sound all you Gator lovers?

all;

ACTUALLY, I'M quite pleased that the Gators ..
haven't won in two weeks. The team was so overrat- (
ed when the season opened that Graves had almost 'eve·r yone.believing his team was great.
Florida plays one of the nation's weakest sched. ules and the teani can't even handle_those games. I
bet the Spartans (Tampa~s, not -Michigan State's)
would give the big boys from Florida all they could
' handle.
:
No, Virginia, Florida isn't going to win a Southeastern Conference title this time either. Florida
should have never been in the Top Ten and
shouldn't be rated in the' Top Twenty unless it goes
7:2•1,
r
,
\

REMEMBER WHEN Tff& Gators were No.A
and Notre Dame No. 5. I'd •like to see the Gators
come within four touchdowns of beating the Irish.
I look for Miami and' either Georgia or Auburn
·cor both) to b_op .the Gators and don't count out Kentucky. Florida may play· "sq~iies" with the football again.

Good Show

Harley~Davidscn
·oF TAMPA, INC.
1969 Harley-Dat'idson ~~ ~
·AU. SIZ~S ~ CC. ·H . CC.

12S_~. ue·CC. IH CC.

'" cc. n•. cc .

:.,..._

I ~AAL■V-OAYIDBON I

1707

w•. Kennedy

..

.,,..

.SANDAL ·SHOP

SEIFERT
LEWIS WON the four-m'ile ,
race in 21 :10 while Parjs took
· third in 21 :58 and Crank finished fourth in 22 :lL Ray Croteau was seventh in 22 :48 and
Rick .Maas took 10th in 22:56.
USF topped the team scores·
HOLCOMB'S TEAM should
'
'
with ~ while MDJC North
get a !breather this . Saturday
took second with 56. Manatee
against MacDill Air Force
was third with 60; MDJC
Base. South Florida should
South, fourth, 99; and Saint
have them beaten in agility
Leo, fifth with no score beand speed, plus have an edge
cause only four runners- comin talent.
'
.
peted: ·
The contest is set.for 3 p.m.
at USF.
. Twenty-seven runners competed and the most significant
, USF- had struggled, through
absence ,vas that of Brahman
its early schedule and it didn't
Bart Smith. Smith 'reportedly
appear that the Brahmans
has a swelled stomach and is
Fontana . Three 1, Fontana Four o (For- · would have an easy time reundergoing tests .in a Tampa
By Cl{ARLIE BURKE
teitl
•
peating_ as state champs. , A
Beta Three East 24, Bela One East o
hospitaJ~ Nt> . decision was
!ports Writ.er
Beta Four west 16, Beta Ground East. tournament berth was even
o
'
fur ther a waJ.
~,
made as to whether he would
Sigma :Alpha Epsilon scored west
Pi Kap'pa Alpha 9, Zeta ~eta Tau 1 o
Alpha
Four
West
U
,
Alpha
One
r
East•
run against FSU Saturday.
•twice in the first half and West 7
BUT ZAGARR-1 bounced
(
.
9nce more in the second half Beta One ·West 21, Beta One East 6
Two East 32, Bela Two West 0 back and the team picked up
COACH GIL Hel'tz said he . last Saturtlay to defeat Sigma Bela
Bela Four East 13, Bela Thr.ee ,East 0
Kopp's K illers 20, Bares 6
on offense. Holcomb thinks the
1!hought the Brahmans would · Nu 20-6.
Flamers 1, Bonanos o ·(Forfeit)
club might be where it was a
need
solid effort to defeat
.SAE ,quarterback Willard Kopp's KIiiers 27, PE Majors O
Alpha Two East 7, A lpha Three East 7 ·few years ago,whein it coastthe Seminoles again. The Brimm ran for _the first score-, (Tie)
.
one West 12, Beta Four East 12 ed to an , undefeated season.
SQuth F 1 o r i d a contingent a 15-yard scamper w)lich put Beta
(Tie)
.
upset FSU .27-28 here .earlier SAE. in front 7-o.'·· Brimm had Fontana seven-Eight 26, F ontana Three o _ " Our scoring punch has
Phi Della Theta 20, Alpha Tau Omega 0
but Smith ran in that one.
a hand in the other two SAE Kappa
Sigma 12, Lambda Chi Alpha 6' finally arrived. Zagarri and
Alpha One East-West 19, Alpha Three ·
Saturday's ineet is set for 11 ; tallies as . he threw a 20-yard East l l
Gaffney are clicking again
O ·
•
a.m._.,,.TD pass to John Denton in the Flamers 20, BaresTODAY
.
and that 1s exactly what- we
Alpha Epsilon vs. Tau Epsilon Phi
• •
.
•
•· The Brahmans, having their closing seconds of the firs.t Sigma
had been m1ssmg earlier this
Kappa Sigma vs. Pi Kappa Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Theta Chi
,
best cross country season, are half. The halftime score was Alpha
West vs. Alpha . Two West - year.'
5-0--in ·dual competition and 13-0 after SAE missed the con- Alpha 1Four
East & West vs. Alpha Four
Th
B ah
led
. e
r mans crump
rank first in the state there. version ·a ttempt following East
Phys Ed Maiors/~J~s~~-:nos
the St. Pete defense with 41
their second touchdown.
Phi
oe11a
Theta
vs.
Sigma
Nu
shots to just eight for the losSigma Nu fought back in zeta Beta T au v s. Delta Tau Della
.
•
KopP's
Killers
vs:
Flamers
,
.
ers.
Three of those, eight ef- .
the second half, . scoring the
Ed Maiors I vs. Phys Ed MaIors II forts came in the final, two
,first time they ·had possession, Phys
HEP Cats vs. Bares
Tau Kappa Epsilon vs. Lambda Chi minutes.
but missed the extra point to ·Alpha
remain seven points down
THINGS DD)N'T. ~tart as . 1
'
midway · t~rough the se~ond
smoothly
as they ended. A de~
halt
Students~Capture fleeted shot
caromed into the
Having narrowed the gap,
1
net and St.
Golden
Brahman
Sigma ~u seemed to lose the Alumni Tourney
Jim Parks ahd Gary Wintz
A short parachute club momentwn it had built, and
meeting is set today at 2 p.m. shortly thereafter, SAE added won the team best ball chamin the University Center. In- the touchdown thar put the pionship in the alumni-student
terested students should check game on ice. Again,- it was golf tournament at the USF
the lobby bulletin board for Brimm throwing a scoring course/ Saturday and Sunday.
Parks and Wintz shot a 145
toss to halfback Larry Pritthe rooin number.
.
'
chard. The conversion was in the 36-hole tournament.
Today's meeting is tfie good and. SAE had won its Jim Britt and his father finclub's first" and is chiefly to second consecutive · "home- ished second one stroke back.
introµuce the sport to stu- coming" football game.
Ken S m i t h and Bob
dents. Fflm and equipm~t
McKenty
-won the first flight
SAE is 3-0-1 for the season
will be shown and techniques
and .is in a virtual tie for the when Fernandez and Bertos.si
_d[scussed. · '.
/
lead in the Fraternity Gold finished second.
Horne and Edwards capStudenbi interested in join- League witli Phi Delta Theta.
SCORES
tured the second flight chaming the club need not have
Epsilon Phi 7, Sigm a Nu 6
any jumping experience. The · Tau
while Roger and
Alpha Four Wes t 34, Alpha Four East 0 pionship
Fontana
Seven-Eight 21 , Fonlana Five 0 Pierce took second.
club has four quaiified jumpThird. flight _honors went to
masters who will teach beginners.
Rubhen and Garrett. Tinnen
and Cline finished second.
The club plans t o compefe
'.
.,
Black and Christy were winin the - National ,Collegiate
ners in the fourth flight. Dr.
Parachuting Mee:t in ZephyrGeorge
Suarez and his son
hills i~ November.
George finished second. .
Ward and Clapp took the
fifth flight ahead of Harkness
and,Mazurek.
Wince tied Jed Johnson for
A "Pro SafarfRallye" is set
for this Sunday in the Fine individual honors in the
Arts-Humanities parking lot. 36-hole competition, but John.
son won on the first playoff
Registration opens at noon.
The · rallye is the second of hole. They had t-ied with 155's.
Seventy-six golfers compet.the year sponsored by the
USF Sports Car Club, It is a ed in 38 teams during the
/
time, speed, distance rallye two-day tournament and golf
and drivers should bring pro Wes Berner said the tourpaper to compute figures.
ney was quite successful.

Si9maAlpha
~Coasts 'To·
20~6 Game

a

,;;:·

,
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,FRIED CHICKEN •••••·••••••••••••••••••
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS •••••••••••••
CHOP,PED SIRLOIN •••••••••••••••.••••
RIB-EYE STEAK • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • •
ROAST SIRLOIN •••••••••••••••••••••••
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF SANDWICH •••••
GRILLED PORK CHOPS.~.'••••••••••••••

.

,

. ·--~

---...-...---... _
-...----,
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Cut along Solid Line

$1.25.
$1.35 .
$1.15
$1.45

*

·$).50

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL:

· Eggs, Grits, "ac~n &Toast

,$.49

**

DAILY SPECIAL :.... ~ ••• ~ •• ·•• 95c
0

Meat, Potatoes,·c_ole Slaw, Iced Tea or Coffee

Frank and Rita's
'Restaurant ·FLETCHER AT 22ND

/("ICE PLACE TO EAT

IN PERSON

THE
VANILLA FODGE
.

.

, The Most :Phenomenal
·Group In The Nation
So Original ,
So Great
So Explosive

_plus

,, THE
SOUL SURVIVORS
Hit Records

"Expressway to your Heart"
"Explosion in My Soul"

This·Sunday ·

- ---- .cut along Solid Line

$1.10
$1.25
$1.35 :

T..aoNE STEAK

~allye Set

BIG WEEK!

.~ l

COMPLETE DINNERS INCLUDE:
Soup .or Salad
lc:ed Tea or Coffee
Choice of Two Vegetables

.•

FOR ANOTHER

·>

Burger

Pro Safari

Phone 251-1964
/

·an

'Pc,rachuters,
-S~f Meeting
For _Today

The United States looked good in the Olympics
just completed in Mexico City and ··r was quite
proud. The American basketball 1:eam proved it was
really just as good as' any others cte·s pite'hot having
the "big riames" on the squad.
·
I · ,
Spencer1 Haywood and Jo Jo WhJ!e combined
with the other boys to coast through their schedule
with only one close ~n. Haywood looks lik~ another
outstanding collegiate player who really wants to
play the game. ·

''Our-Perfoffllen"

ZAGARRI

South Flq,rida, who travels
to Tallahassee this Saturday
for a big rematch with the
Florida S ta t e Se~inoles,
cinched the vi~tory when Del
Lewis, Frank Paris and Don
Crank captured three of tbe
top four finishes.

Florida Flounders

I

pressive with a 3-2-1 mark,
losing to St. Louis, 3-1, Quin. cy, 4-1 and tying Miami 1-1. A
An aroused South Florida third straight state championsoccer \ team finally played . ship seemed only a fleeing
like Coach Dan Holcomb- hope.
thought it could and junior
Jerry (Ziggy) Zagarri made
BUT AN unbelievable blitz
the change possible.
by Zagarri and sophomore .
,} ' 6-THE ORACLE, U. of South Florida, Oct. 30. n,6a
~
The Golden Brahmans, col- Dan Gaffney paced the Brah1 ~~~~--~.:.m~~~;.~~~--® ..:&:-.; .::.f.: R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:fu1....... ·
, ... "'
legiate kings of the s t a t e mans over St. Pete and rePete
led
1-0
after
9:19
in
the
St.
Louis
and
Quincy
too,"
the last two years, were fluff- vived some talk of
NCAA
ing through their schedule Tournament bid next month. opening period. Martin Flynn Holcomb said. "That goal
'1Jltil Zagarri finally broke a
made me a little uneasy since
The two hooters combined was credited with the goal.
"Defle<;:ted shots hurt us at we lost both of those games.''
personal slump and led a for four goals and five assists
fired-up Brahman squad to a as they completely tore apart
6-2 win over rugged St. Pe•
the St. Pete defense in the
tersburg &lccer Club.
first and third periods.
In its first six games, South
It-looked as though Zagarri
Florida ha!1n't been very im306 N. DALE MABRY
sensed trouble in the second
UNUSUAL LEATHER ITEMS
half of the season unless he
started scoring again. Ziggy
SANDALS-BAGS-BELTS.AND THINGS
had been among the top South
Florida scorers his first two
campaigns.

By JEFF SMITH
Sports Editor

USF dumped Miami-Dade
Junior College North, Manatee Junior College, MiamiDade Junior College South
and Saint Leo in the event.

BUT THE SPARTANS weren't even ,concerned
over the -schedule. Curci's men nipped Tulane 17-14
and put away Mississippi State 24-17.
.

'Blitz' Paces Win,
Ziggy Top ·Scorer

Lewis
.- Paces
Victory

CURTIS HIXON HALL
TAMPA

SUN. NITE NOV. 3,t 1968-8 ·P.M.

•

:(fickets on sale
Hixon, all area
Bel k's· of Britton
'$3.50-4.00-4.50

Curtis
Sears,
Pla.z a,

Cut along solid line

....

ON ArtYOf-

JERRY'S·:ORElT

.l!IZZAS

~i1••·

·l•rry ••.IY. 11ne
toupen par

TERRACE
PLAZA
·sHOPPING
CENTER
\

'

I

----~----------

Delivery
Service 50c

FREE ON ORDER
OVER $7.00

I

1¥m

Phone
988-7391
...

l

Get Pictures
Taken Now

Annual Oracle
Bunion Derby
aRun For Fun
And then the black cloud arrived.
In the presence of George
Michelle, outdoors editor for
WFLA, John S. Allen, USF
president, and countless other
dignitaries - Flasn Smith
(Oracle Favorite Son) Hurricane Lopez (The Official Mexican Bunion Derby Champion)
and perhaps a dozen other
hopefuls WERE DISQUALI· ,
·FIED
THE DECISION WAS based
. on the first individual to
WALK (always a footsie on
the ground) the last stretch of
the course.
And as it turned out, Joe
Lewkowicz; lCBS, copped the
male division and Rosemary'
Verhoestra, 3CBS, took the
woman's honors.
Warren Felkel closed the
generation gap when he final•
ly ffew across the finish line
in a record time-of 9:45.
THE FINISH LINE was
nothing short of pageantry
and color. George Michelle,
vividly noticeable in his
bright blue Banlon, w a s
busy shooting footage for the
first five minutes of Johnny
Carson's show.
,
President Allen1 was rushed
'from the start of the race in
The Offici.a l Bunion Derby
Buggy to catch the finish.
Wearing ·an Official Bunion
Derby Observer_.Badge, he received an Official Bunion
Derby Pin from Derby organ'&
izer, Rick Norcross.
Un
I .
Finally, the most fantastic
The Jewish Student Union, display 0! sportsmanship of
Hillel, ds holding their fi~t the afternoon came from HurLox and Bagel Brunch of the . ricane Lopez, his manager,
year Sunday at 11 a.m. trainer and associates. ·
in CTR 252. A discussion
Hurricane put an effort into
.of topical interest, Sex On The this Derby that hasn't been
College Campus or some such seen ~ince John- Wayne ~nsubject will be discussed fol- tered · m 1946. Complete tramlowing the meal, Michael L. ing attire (robe, towel, rubCohen, president of Hillel said. - downs, pep talks from his
A fifty c~t donation will be manage:) made. Hurricane
asked to help defray expens- the most formidable contend~
es. Reservations can be made er ~ince John Wayne entered
with Marion Helming or Mike in 1946. Wait, I already said
Cohen.
'
that.

f

Seniors graduating in December who haven't had thelr
Senior pictures taken yet for
the 1969 Aegean should stop
by the .University Center
(CTR) 224 to make a make-up
appointment.

By PHILIP RUNNEL5

Staff Writer
It was a lukewarm, Halloween sun that pelted the 2nd
Annual -Oracle . Bunion Derby
and the hottest contested decision since Russian "Femmes"
were checked fo the locker
room during. the Summer
Olympics of 1964.
As the contestents weighed
in their books at the Fine Arts
Building the air seemed to vibrate with the tenseness that
Clay and Liston bring to the
scales.
AND THEN THE shot
heard round the campus!
Th~dering down the steps,
the estimated 60 contenders
poured past the early spectators, their mouth;; dry with
anticipation.
1
The grueling h a l f-m i I e
course was tortured under the
pounding hooves of· the Bunioners. Past the Theatre, past
the University Center, down
by the Library, between the
Social Science and the -Business Buildings, across the
blacktop and onto the Finnish
Line they came . . . running
all the way.
WITH WILD enthusiasm,
The Big Brass Bunfon Band
and "throngs" of spectators
cheered the finishers, their
veins pulsating. ,

Oct:>ber 30, 1968, THE ORACLE, U. of South Florida-7

Myles Ross, managing editor of the Aegean said, "at
this time they will receive an
authorization to have their
pictures taken, free of charge,
at Beverly Studios in Tampa
or St. Petersburg~'

.,
'Thundering Bunions' Here They Come

Ross also reminded that the
deadline for their appointment
is Nov. 30,

Photos By
.

Those seniors graduating in
March or June may ·have
their pictures taken on Jan.
15, 16 and 17, and those graduajing in August of 1969 will
have their pictures taken du.ring the summer for the 1970
Aegean.

'

Craig 'Berkmaier And

N. Guy Ferrell

Allen Invited
To Attend
Legislature

Factory
Direct

Student Association VicePresident Frank Winkles ibas
sent a letter to President
John S. Allen notifying him of
a motion passed at the Legis_lative meeting w;t Wednesday inviting Allen to appear
before the body.

Fashion Fabrics
by Milllkan-100%
Wool-Fhmt Quality
Available in 10 colors

Allen has made revisions
to a legislation approved Student Bill of Rights. '!Allen's
version differs significantly
from that passed by the Student Affairs Committee and
passed by this Legislature;
said Winkles.

Just a littlt North of Hillsboro

6029 N. Dale Mabry

Hi Ilel Brunch
s day A, 11

Joe Cools It

Greeks Stampede .

;;

SICK AND TIRED OF' BEING HARASSED?

The Big B Swings Out

Drive the exciting new
unusual

\

Men Who Expect The Finest Wear

Car and Driver calls this newe_st BMW "the most spectacular bargain in the entire spectrum of imported cars!" A
cruising speed of 100 mph. Fantastic roadholding. And
more. ,That's the latest from Germany's famed Bavarian
Motor Works, where racing victories are a 50-year tradition.
Recent BMW triumphs include winning the last three races
,n a row.at Spa Francorchamps in Belgium. For the driving
thrill of your life, drive this new BMW today!

KONICA
Auto Reflex

Our regular wash and
wear permanent press
trousers from regular stock
• • . normally priced at
$8.95,
$10.00 ,and

-Regular $249.00

HIG·GINS SLIICKS

$10.95

-$7oo aIterations free

SPECIAL $J59.00

USF students only please show ID card.
Three Days Only
Thurs·. - Fri. -. Sat.

i-------r

Available at

I

FROM
KODAtOLOR

: COLOR

10202 N. 30th Street Phone -9 32-4474

$2,597.

FEATURING BLENDS OF FORTREL® COTTON

P.O.E.JlewYork

"Higgins Slciclcs

available at Kirby's Men's Wear.

I

from $9.00

OPEN MONDAY AND fllDAY

trouser offer

I

I
I

~

Your USF ID card is all you nHd to
open a student cha,ge account at
Kirby',.

II PRINTS II
21 .JI

]

only

C

.L. _ _ _ _ _ _

'fll 9 P.M.

~

- MEN"S Wr!.Afll.

Two Stores

Advanta1eous European delivery for tourists.

tAVARl~N MOTOR WORK$

19691600 AND
2002 MODELS IN

TERRACE
CAMERA
SHOP -

STOCK NOW
TERRACE PLAZA
, TEMPLE TER"ACE

1707 S: Dale Mabry and Northgat.e
"It must fit right to merit a Kirby's /.abel"

DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS INC.
3651 CYl'RESS • TAMPA ,FLtlRIDA

c6.==o>

_"it must
fit right
to merit
a

Ki{by's label"

~
MEN·s

Wurt.

Two Stores
OPEN MONDA Y AND fllDAY 'Ill t P.111,
0

1707 S. Dale Mabry anc:(.Northgate

'
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0~CLE CLASSIFIED

~~

ADS

L. J. Michaelson Builders, 9359172 days, 258-1261 evenings.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING. RATES
5 lines
(27 ~~aracte~s/line) ' __ _ $1.0~
Additional Lme - -- - - - -, .la*
Repeated: 2-4 ~ssues ---- - •91\,
More than 4 issµes -- -- ·75
•Per five lines (27 characters)
·
____________

21. PERSONALS

Greek :Busy With Fall
Activities, Projects, Fun

'Taste,
that,
beats
the_
otherscoldl

Honest-to.PeP,si taste·!

PEPSl•-.COLA
· Pick up an extra carton toujl

Insurance
Deadline
ls.Today

Married students may apply
at the rate of $60 and $80 for a
couple with children.
Student claims will be ·handled and dependent's claims
must be sent directly to the
Scholastic Claims Dept. of Pilot life Insurance Company,
Greensboro, ,N .C.

With or Without Appointment
6 operators. to sent you
t
NeweS Fall Look!
·Hairc;t $1.50 Shampoo-.& 'Set $2.50

Frosting or Tipping including
'toner. ..$12.50
·
Pe~minent Wa'ves $7.50 & up
Prices slightly higher by .stylists

-~t·''·'
,

•

,
I
,,,;,

~'l"'t-

HAIRS,TYLES
by Margaret .

.
>--_) All work supervised by Margaret
5320 Busch Blvd.
Ph. 988-4526
PANTRY PRIDE SHOPPING CENTER . TEMPLE TERRACE

The library will require women students to open their
large handbags and totebags for inspection upon leaving
the library beginning Monday.
The reason given by Mrs. Mary Lou Harkness, dii;ector of the library, was that men are required to open
briefcases and carrying cases and have complained that
the practice is unreasonable since women have not been
required to open purses large enougJi to hold books. Mrs.
·, Harkness said the security department of the library considered the complaint and found it to be valid.
The library had a reported loss of 236 books last year.
Since no inventory is taken, this reflects only those books
which students requested and were · determined to be
missing, Mrs. Harkness said. This number is about average for a university the size of USF, she said.

Fresne. A surprise party was
given ro·r the pledges by their
big sisters last Wednesday.

ALPHA DELTA PI

Female roomer needed. BedLauren . Leslie received a
room, Kitchen privileges. Swim- ' grant of $500 from the Adelming pool $45/mo. Call 988-2667 phean Foundation Fellowship.
before noon or after 6:30 P.M. ADPi initiated five sisters,
. N
H
hi ·
Speaking m ew amps re m Marcy Perdomo, Ru s t y
February 1968, Nixon stated: McKeehan; Annelle Puglisi,
.5. FOR SALE
"The most important thing that
d El ·
we can do for you is to see to it Marsha Rushing, an
ame
fi min. from USF-Briarwood , that we adopt policies in Wash- Sanchez. A birthday party
owner transferred. Must sell. 3 ington that will not eat away the was held to commemorate the
br, 2 bath, dbl. carport, . patio. value of your money."
sorority's first year as a charNi1;ely shaded yard. 935-1676 or ·
.
The Republican Party is com- ter group. !'{ew ADPi officers
USF Ext. 455
ALL WEATHER TOP COATS, mitted to policies_ that will a~- are: Debbie 'carroll, activities ·
Finest Quality, Double Lined; s1;1~e a returi:i, to fiscal: resp~ns!- and honors chairman; Nell
No Better Buy Anywhere, MIR- ~1lity, establish spe!ldmg pnor1- Ward, philanthropi~ chairRACLE 88, Self Service Suit ties ~here none exist no)N, a~d man; and Pat Brown, housing
Center . 6029 N. Dale Mabry.
proVIde for a stable dollar. This cha1·rman.
.
'
.
.
does not mean abandonment of
Sailboat, Scorpion, 1~ _ft, fiber- good and effective programs for
·cmoMEGA
glass. ExcE:Jlent cond1!1on, com- human betterment.' Ho"".eyer, it
plete and ready t? sail. $350 or does meari orderly management
Chi Omega received their
best offer. Call Dick Jones, 932- and spending priorities, instead national cttarter·. and became
9914.
of a confused maze of visionary Theta Theta -Chapter. Includ, . LOST AND FOUND
• and disordered global schemes. ed ·in the mitiation·ceremonies
Reward offered for any informa.
· .
.
..
was . a ·banquet at t.be Palma
tion leading to whereabouts of ~he rncrease ~n the cost of llv- Ceia Country Club ' Sunday afblack and white collie; male; mg, :111restrarned ?ove:nment
lost in vicinity of Florida Ave- spendmg, the decline m ,the ter~oon. · President A 11 en
nue and 143rd Street on Thurs- v8:l~e of .the, doll3:r. and _the Ad- spoke to· the group in the ballday, October 17, Collie answers mimstr:ation s d~ficit philosophy room. The' Vice-~esident and
to name of Rommel. ~Please call are m~t!ers which confront the
siss-4131 Ext. 631 before 5 p.m. oldJr•_citizen, as well as ~ other Secretary of National Chi
'
_
Amencan voters, who will go to Omega as well as two nation11; WANTED
. the polls on Nov_ember 5. How al speakers helped with instalR'd W
d d . . f
& tO mucll more of tjtls can you and lation
1 e
ante, _a! 1Y, ram
your pocket book take? Or do ,
•.
,
St. Pete. Int L airport l_lrea, on you want more of th.e same '
· KAPPA DELTA
S-686. Will pay. Call mtes 531- thing? Do you want to change to
Kappa l)elta .Sisters gave
6080 .
an Administration that will unWANTED ! INVESTOR-OWNER dertake to halt the decline in the Quarter· one and the
Should have large family and the dollar before it is too late ? Spring pledge classes a picnic
can use 8 bedrooms; 6 baths; 2 Richard M. Nixon, the Republi- at the Riverfront oi:i Sunday
fully equipped kitchens! In. fact; can, Presidential nominee, made October 20. Newly appointed
2· of everything to make life the following statement in Oremore comfortable in this unique gon in May 1968 : "People living officers are: Sue Siltanen, astwo story masonry ' d~plex just on Social Security have a fixed sistant rush chairman; Macky
completed and centrally .heated income and 'they have suffered Meadows, chaplain; Cindy
and cooled, with carpeting, vinyl most in the rise in prices. They Griffin, CFS representative;
finish and parquet flooring. Live have seen .their grocery bills go
on one side, re11t the other, or .up and their clothing bills go up, Marilyn Palmer, Panhellenic
buy one half wittl a relative or and their rents go up if they are representative; Jane Shepfriend. A terrific buy at . $38,000 living in a rented house. And I Ipard; Jr. Panhellenic Reprewith flexible terms, see at 320 say if I am elected President, sentative; Nicki .Nichols, pubFloral Drive in Canterberry. not only will we keep Social Se- lie relations; and Myrna:
curity but we will stop the rise
,
- - - - - - - - - - - - . -in prices; which is reducing So- • Camp, press chairman.
cial Security benefits for many
TRI cm
people through the hidden tax of
Tri
Chi
is
sponsoring a carcruel · inflation."
wash Saturd,a y, Nov. 2, from .
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Burger Chef in Temple Terrace.
Tickets are being sold bY. the
Tri Chi's for Sl each. The
tickets will include a free
hamburger as _well as a carwash. Eight pledges were initiated I as sisters: Barbara
Haefle , Nita Jones, Bonnie
Lay, Cindy Licht, Peggy _
McNally, Sharon Pulcini, and
I
.
Kay Stoltz. · Nita , Jones reDeadline for applying , for
ceived the · best pledge and
student ins~rance is 'today.
m ost improved GPR awards.
Students who apply within the Barbara Haefle received the ·
deadline are not · required to highes t GPR award.
subrilit a medical report with
DELTA ZETA
their request.
Founder's day was celebratThe insurance. is avail~ble ed on October 24. October 19'
to full-time students for $19 a
year. The coverage will run
through next August and is
for a 24 ho~r day.

Purse Rule Set

DZ alumnae held a Founder's
Day banquet in ' Clearwater.
At a faculty reception sponsQred by Delta Zeta, USF dignitaries, as well as faculty
m~mbers, were honored by
the sorority. Orders are being
taken for a candy fund raising
project. For information contact any pz sister. .

Chambers, Secretary; Pris
Goble, Treasurer, D ebb y
Abell, Historian ; and Mary
Lou Hofstetter, Jr. Panhellenic Representative.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

Fraternity
Installed
The Kappa Kappa Chapter
of Gamma Theta Upsilon, a
professional fraternity for
those interested in the field of
Geography, has been formed
on campus- The new officers are: Rob
Talone, president, C h u ck
F l e m i n g, vice-president,
Wayne Peterson, secretary,
and Cookie Patterson, treasurer.
Interested persons should
· call Lance Limoges, instructor, ext. 327.

Annie Myers was chosen
president of the Junior Panhellenic Association. Clyde
Smith is also a representative. After initiation of . new
sisters a desert party was
DELTA GAMMA
· held a'.t the home of Tri Delta
Delta Gamma's p 1 e d g e alumni advisor, Mrs. Bo It.
class invited all other new New sisters are : Linda Bigby,
pledges to an informal dinner Jill · Johnson, and .Michelle Du
meeting . at Andros I cafeteria
on October 14. The DG's held
a retreat 'at Rowlett Park. Sis- ·
ters and pledges were divided
into discus:;ion· groups which
PARTS & LABOR
were for the purpose of new
• 1 WEEKDAYS 9~6
ideas for the coming 1year,
Pledge class officers \ are:
Linda Kaufman, president;
10701-A NEBRASKA PH. 932~1559
Janan Mi k k e Ison, viceEXPIRES OCT. 31st l 68
president; Donna -Wressler,
S o c i a l Chairman ; Chris

BRITTON

Two Technicolor Hits
Sophi■

IN BRITTON PWA • SO. DALE MABRY

To.y hssell

"THE SECRET SEVEN"
Fri., Sat., Nov. 1, 2
Three Technicolor Hits
Jeck Palone•

"TO KILL A DRAGON"
Richard E111en

"THE DESTRUCTOIS"
JoHph Cotten

''THE GREAT sioux MASSACRE"
Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Nov, 3, 4, S

Two Technicolor Hits 1
Hank Williams, Jr.

"TIME TO SiNG"

TO USF STUDENTS

Natalie Wood
11

PENELOPE"

First Show 7 p.m.
Admission 50c

I

s

;

•

The Florida Engineering Society (FES) is sponsoring
panel discussions to promote
a feeling of professionalism
within the College of ·Engi_neering and to acquaint the
students and faculty from.
other colleges on campus with
. the engineering college.
The lecture series
will
in-·
I
/
elude one lecture every other
Wednesday in Engineering
(ENG) 4, at 2 p.m.
The FES hopes to have a
panel of professors next week
from English, humanities,
theater and political science
in a general question and ans~er session.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend.
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Advertise.
I

Lore111

"MORE THAN A MIRACLE"

BUD'S SPORT CAR-CLINIC
·10% OFF ·~

(

Since 1945, the number of people d riving, hiking, and
camping in our forests has increased 5 times. But, amazingly,
man,made forest fire s h ave been cut in half!
l What did it? Smokey the Bear! His famous " prevent
forest fires" a ds-which the Advertising Council h as run for
over 25 years, in .co-operation with, state and federal forest !
services-have saved enough trees to cover the entire country 1
w est of Omaha .
·
Obvi~usly, t h e government knows advertising is effective
and worthwhile.
M any college students think otherwise. They say advertising isn't necessary, or is wasteful. They t hink
raises
prices,-favors big companies, helps keep unwanted prod~cts
on t h e market.
·
.
But actual cases prove just the opposite. Advertising lowers prices ( color TV, for instan ce). Encourages competition.
Promotes good ideas (like Smokey). Gives us a choice. Helps
the imaginative little guy catch up (like RISE Shaving Cream,
a modest-sized outfit who beat the big companies with a good
idea ... and advertising).
Interested? Write us. W e'll gladly send you more facts
about advertising. You'll find t h ey speak for themselves.
In the meantime, keep
an open mind .
.
.

it

,,

COMPTON ADVERTISING, INC., 625 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022.

I

11945 N. FLORIDA AVENUE
Wed., Thun., Oct. 30, 31

FES Panel
Wednesdays

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LOOK, YOU 1 LL
NEVER FIND BETTER MODELS THAN AT
BILL CURRIE FORD!

I_

SKYWAY DRIVE-IN

FREE PARKING• Ph. TAMPA 137.3511
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Visiting Actor Praises 'Greasepaint'
By MAXINE KAMIN
Editor's not.e: Paul Massie,
British Academy Award Winner for his performance in
"Orders To Kill" is _working
with t.he .USF Theatre depart-lilent this quart.er and will appear in "School For ScaDdal"
which starts Nov. 16. He has
• been acting, mostly in Eng'•- land, ann recently in Canada
and the United States for 12
,,. years. I thought it would be
~ ~teresting to get his views on
• "The Roar of the Grease~ paint :- The S m e l l of the
~ Crowd," Theatre USF's first
; major production that opened
· " Friday night on Center Stage
.. and will run Thursday, Fri" day, Saturday and Nov. 7, 8,

! 9.
~

M.K.: Did you like "Greasepaint"?
.,.,_
.
~ Paul: Yes.
~

.

that's what really matters in ing and · maybe I'm wrong Theatre.
maybe they aren't confines).
M.K.: Did you enjoy the This was particularly true of
way the play was produced the dance numbers which
the theatre in which it was · were apparently so free in the
done, the musical numbers, limited.space.
dancing, lighting . ..
Vocally these actors are enM.K.: But you weren't im- _ Paul: Can we lump all that viably agile, singly and in
together? Can I just say "yes chorus, and _there are some
patient with "Greasepaint"?
I did"? No I suppose not.
Paul: No: Here we had a What was excellent about the remarkably moving musical
happy combination of talent production was that it seemed moments. No, I won't be speand technique - particularly to fit so exactly without any cific. The actors themselves
in the very demanding lead- apparent strain, the rather know what these moments are
difficult confines of the new and anyway, each member of
ing roles of Cocky and Sir
theatre. (These confines are each audience will find differ(Bob Stoner and Terry Bea- going to take a lot of explor- ent moments.
ver) and in the disciplined yet
compulsively joyous antics of
The Kid (Mimi Gollman) and
the Urchyls (Carol _Bischoff,
Nita Laka, Pam Mackey,
'
.
Cherry McIntyre, · L i n d a
Priester, Karen Spadecene,
and Bunny Town). But, you
see, you've started me analyz:
ing.
It's quite a breakthrough.
I
M.K.: Oh, tltat's beautifulUSF students, graduates,
please.-go on.
and faculty members have
Paul: Because when I like
something I become completely involved, but when I don't,
I feel cheated and become
very .angry and impatient
(I'm impossible to sit next to
in a theatre) .

•

E~perimenf

DISCOUNT!

On Oil and Pans

,FLECHER'$ AMERICAN'·
2720'B.U~H ,BLVD.
PHONE 932-1~89

VI

l\lax: Did you feel that too
much of the action was performed stage center?
Paul: I made a general
point about theatre - in-theround - that's all.
~f.K.: O.K. I won't draw
implications that may or may
not be there. Another question
- . Did you like the set lights
and special effects?

Opens

In Tampa Thursday

• 1\1.K. : .Can - you explain
"-•why?
I .
Paul: Are you asking for a ,
Paul: That's the best way to started a new threatre called
. criticism?
shut me up.
· · "Experiment VI" not far
from campus that will be preM.K.:
Oh,
that's
right.
How
1\1.K.: Yes,
about a question . . . Did you senting contemporary and exPaul: I can't give it to you think Beaver portrayed an perimental plays, - c 1 a s s i c
because I'm an actor- not a
.upper class, pompous, power films, and mass media procritic.
see~er; Stoner a subservient ductions for the g~neral pubM.K.: In that case, can we underdog; · Miss Golfman a lic.
just talk about the pr;oduc. "Sir slave," and the Urchins,
Their first presentation,
qon?
bratty little mindl~ss children .'"_T~e ~aretake_r," by Harold
Paul: .I don't even like , as the play c~lled for?
· Pinter; starts tomorrow night
doing that because whe'n I've
· .at 8 :30 -and will run Nov. 1, 2,
Paul:
You've
·
got
to
be
kidreally enjoyed _somethingding! How do I know? I{ I had !•;~and 9. ,
M.K.: Ah, you really' en- thought that - Beaver was joyed itTHE EXPERIMENT VI
portraying an upper class
idea
originated with Raoul
il
pompous,
etc.
etc.,
Stoner
Paul: Yes, enormously. But,
subservient
underdog,
and
the.
Peizer,
assistant professor of
when I've really enjoyed
something I'm relµctant to others whatever you say - if ' Humanities; Bob Erwin, grad.
'
I had been thinking that - I
analyze, it.
Wouldn't· have stayed in the .-uate studei;it; ,Don Morer, and
!\1.K.: Does an acto·r make · theatre. - What they were , ~ill Alexander; USF students.
a good au!'.llt:!nce?
portraying were people - · in- Erwin, Moier, and Alexander
Paul: I am the best and the dividuals t\Jat were haPP.Y and have performed in numerous
sad, hungry and lost, lonely . Theatre and Speech producvery worst audience.
and dreaming. They made me . tions on campus.
M.K.: Why?
laugh and cry, damn it, and
· "We all felt that the Tampa
',Bay, a,r~~ :w,ouid s upport an
· Experimental Theatre ·as !orig
a"s . it was ,-or ·good quality,"
said Erwin,. and our beliefs
have been· confirmed by the
- - · support. w.e:;a-re getting from
the comm~ty and from USF
faculty."
, students

10%

I

(I will make one. comment
about round theatre - the
weakest acting position is
stage center. That takes a lot
of getting used to for all of
us.)

and

·Go·L.DEN GATE
SPEEDWAY

'

"IT'S OUR INTENTION to
bring to-the area theatre of an
experimental nature," . explain~d Erwin.
.

",For example, our second
production will be an evening
\vith Frfill.?: Kafka," at which
time w~ will utilize slide. projections as well as the conventional elements of theatre.
"Our last production, 'The
Wild Duck,' will incorporatf:
film as well as stage acting.
To our knowledge this is the
first ti.r;ne a mixed media production will be presented in
this area," Erwin continued.

STOCK CAR lACES
~ocated On E. Fowler - ½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop an~ Skip Fro~ the U11iversity 1

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M•.·

ALSO SCHEDULED is a
night of improvisations based
on contemporary social, politicaJ.,. and artistic trends, and
another event greatly anticipated ~y students: an evening
with "Frank Galati, former
USF speech instructor.

1

Due to the tremendous
reception
"Greasepaint" has
Paul: I've often wondered
gotten
(all
performances have
about the origin of "do~'t look
a gift horse . in the mouth," been sold out for a week) two
haven't you? I'll bet there's more performances have been
scheduled for tomorrow night
theatre there somewhere.
and-Nov. 7. Tickets are availM.K.: Thim you would
able at the Theatre Box office
suggest seeing "Roar of the and are 75 cents for students,
G r e a s e p a f n t" to USF stu- $1.50 for Staff and Foundadents?
tion, and $3.00 for the general
public.
Paul: That's what I've been
doing isn't it? But now that
There are certain invaluyou're letting me off the hook, able people not yet specifical:
I'm going to go on for just a ly mentioned, who without,
bit on my own and say a· per- "Greasepaint" could not have
sonal (if public) thank yqu to been· staged. They are: ,RusMr. Belt (Director), Terry sell Whaley (Producer), rJack
Beaver (Sir), Bob Stoner Belt (Director), Jerald Reyn(Cocky) , Mimi Golfman (The olds (Musical Director), Shar-

cians

Prof Back From Iowa
Dr. Max Kaplan, profssor of
sociology at USF participated '
a "Symposium on the Arts
in Iowa," Oct. 11-12 in Des
Moines, Iowa .
· Kaplan discussed "The Arts
and the Inner City."
Kaplan· is an exper t i.ri the
fields of leisure and arts.
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"We have no desire to .compete with other theatres in the
area," stressed Bill Alexander. "They concentrate on
musical comedy and conventional drama - our season is
more of a contemporary and
experimental nature." .
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Satisfaction, Self-Improvement
and Spiritual Unfoldment, we
specialize in books on the followi,ng
subiects:

ALEXANDER IS . IN the
"Caretaker" cast along with
Erwin and Moyer.
.

'

I

He plays-Nick in '.'The Caretaker," E rwin plays Davies,
and Moyer plays Aston.

.HAPPINESS ... HE.ALTH - DIET ...
YOGA . ; . DREAMS ... RELIGIOUS
ASTROLOGY ... NUMEROLOGY •
PALMISTRY ... :PHILOSOPHY • • •
E.S.P.
. .. REINCARNATION
KARMA
WEALTH - SUCCESS
MYSTICISM . ·.. BLACK ,& WHITE
ARTS . . A.R.E. . . . UNITY ... ROSICRUCIANS. -. . MU ... ATLANTIS ...
PROPHECY.
HANDWRITING
ANALYSIS ... HYPNOSIS

THE PLAY TAKES place· in
an English 'flat.' On ·the surface one aspect deals with
hoJ.. readily people w i 11
_change alJegiances; another
aspect depicts the manner, in
which youn'ger people plot
against Older people.
"There is no s p e c i f i c
'underlying' meaning , in this
play," said Alexander. "To
assign a specific meaning
would demean its significance." Erwin said "it is a
play that every participating
member in the audience can
identify \vith."
All three members in the
SIGN OF PROGRESS
cast are participating in
direction of the play, with Don
M;oyer making the final de- live productions and six films.
cisions on suggestions. / JUJl
Carpenter is technical direc-•
Peizer, who has had extentor.
sive film experience will be in
charge of films.
EXPERIMENT VI IS sponsored by the One-To-One Club
, AMONG THE SIX films
on campus of which E rwin that will be shown are "On
Peizer are members.
the Watei;front," "No Exit,"

$1.50

PLUS MANY MORE: ON
METAPHYSICAL, RELIGIOUS AND OCCULT
SUBJECTS.
SEND FOR OUR FRE.ECA1ALO~.

SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
O_N ABOVE SUBJECTS

Free parking will be available.

FOR

.COEDS ONLY
You Can Win More Than

In Prizes and ScholarshipsBy Entering The

1969 MIS$ TAMPA PAGEANT
For Information Call the Tampa J~ycees 229-0911
Entry Deadline _Nov. 5th Pageant at McKay Aud. Nov. 28, 29, 30
The Miss Tampa Pq,g~ant is an Official Miss Americ~ Prelimina~
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'Caretaker' Cast . . .
Alexander, Moyer, and Erwin

Experiment VI is _not limitjng its · shows just to
adults. "Children as well as
adults can appreciate and understand an Experimental
Season . tickets for produc- and "Of Stars and Me·n •" (a
Theatre endeavor," no te d
.Erwin, "and- during Decem~ tions will be on s ale in the . full length animated award
· University Center lobby this
ber we will structure and
winning film) . National award
week for $15 - general public
I
present our _own children's - and $10 for students.
winning films made by stuADULTS $2.00 CHILDREN 6-12 YRS. 50c
show based 1:>n impro~sa, .
dents ha_ve also been obtained
tions. ".
In total, there will be six
•
- --'--- -- -- - - -- - - - - -- - - -- ---:-:_____ _ _ _ _ _____.::::_...::..::..:=:
. . . . =-:: .=.: .-=--=::.. . . .::..=. . = :...1 for special
showing.

ADMISSION:
STUDENTS & SERVICEMEN

improved?

on Conger (choreographer),
William Lorenzen ill (Techni•
cal Coordinator), Maryon M.
Moise (Costume Technician) ,
James Lupfer (Stage Carpenter), Sus an Srtandberg
(Stage Manager), the musiFaye Harris - rehearsal
nd
performance
pianist, Rick
4
Bowser - bass and assistant to Mr. Reynolds, Bill Kalbas
- percussionist, R i c h a r d
Coleman (House Manager),
Robert Vanderslice (scenery) ,
Michael Soluri (properties),
John Haupt (lighting), Walter
Edmunson . (sound), Kathy
Castiglioni (costumes) , Aleida
Chumley and Mary Greer ·
(make-up).

REFLECTION

In_c9rporated, as a _non-profit
"Nick is a sadist," exorganization, the theatre is loplained_Alexander,-' "Asf!:m is
cated at 901 ~ - Bird St., Sul- .
phur. Springs, nea,_r the Tan:ipa a m~ochist, and Davies is a,
combination of the two."
D_og "Track.

. DISCOUNTS TO
USF STUDENTS & ·
. : STAff ONLY
,

Paul: Yes, they were all an · Kid), Judee Jenks (The Girl),
integral, unobtrusive part of Otha Favors, (The Negro_),
the whole which I liked - I _Ralph Ragan (The Bully), the
liked. Various subtleties of
setting will of course always Urchins, and - all those inbe lost to sections of the audi- volved in " Greasepaint."
ence in this type theatre. Charm is a much misused and
After all, you can't suspend misunderstood word. It is an .
and rotate a whole set.
all too rare quality in theatre.
This
production has it. Catch
_1\1.K.: Was there anything
you thought could have been it.

'That's My
B~g' In
Rehearsal
The Speech Department will
present Readers' Theatre Coffee House No. 3 next Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
Directed by Sharla Heck,
graduate- assistant, the production, "That's My Bag,"
will feature George Randolph
m, Bill Rehback I, Martha
Tiller, 4CBS and 18 others.

•

I

•

We also carry supplies such as: Candles - Incense - _Crosses - Bibles - Greeting Cards - Symbolic Jewelry - Napkins: - Hymnals - Church
Furniture.
·
ANY ITEM NOT IN STOCK WILL BE ORDERED FOR
.
YOU IMMEDIATELY
.

.,

3814 SOUTH
DALE
MABRY
.
.
BRITTON PLAZA

REFLECTION

It will be a stream of consciousness anthology with selections from "Punch" magazine, Shakespeare, Hege 1,
Freud and other notables.
-'
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Academy AWard Winner Is Gf.!est
Lecturer And..Pe_rlormer On ·campus
✓

planning to go over on and
never got another opportuni- ·
ty! "
When he finally got to LonNot often does a university
have among its staff an ·Acad- don he attended the Central
emy Award winner who has School of Speech and Drama
played on. stage and screen in for one year and then started
Europe," Canada, and the acting full time. He spent one
United S~tes, and is awaiting year, with. the Scottish Nationthe releas~ of a new film, shot al Children's Theatre and
then -·went into the British
in Guadeloupe.
,
USF must be an· exception Army.
After the army he started
because Paul Massie, who fits
A Definite _Message: -By Pappas
.,.the· above-description, vim be doing poetry recitals with two
here UI!Ji]. December and is other people in northern Engpresently .working w i~ the land and · the recthitalshgained
Theatre Departm~t as a guest · such popularity at E: conlecturer and star performer in tinued with them for a year.
_"THE READINGS led to
~heatre . USF's prod~~tion . of
School. for Scandal which a Stratford audition in Lon. op;ns ~ovd 16· · · t lik t talk don," Massie explains, "then
"Chest of Drawers" regurBy LAURA SCHWARTZ
MGM contract which
t
e o
. ass1e oes no
gitates, a chaotic crowd of about himself.. .He . is quite
first film called 'Ormy
~
~
Staff Writ.er
1
/
·
t Kill , "
nearly-animate socks. And_the modest concermng his numer- d
O
·
ers
ts
lish
tin
·
In the present artistic
It was for his performance
most ·captivating- piece of-the ous ac ~ accomp men
when originality and ~que- show, "Opera <::oat," brnms _anthcl doesn t ~ve~ rave o~ett of in that picture that Massie
ness are primacy concerns in
· e · D:l'.3-°~ at11c es wn en won the British Film Acade.d
aesthetic .evaluation, Marilyn forth in a surrealistic cathar- about hIID m the past .
my Aw ar .
Pappas, associate professor of sis of contrad!ctory c?ntext,
After that he played on
ms. FAME JUST hasn' t
art at Miami-Dade Junior Col- texture, ,a n d . overflowing ·spoiled
. him and hasn' t de- stage in · "Cat On A Hot Tin
lege, ,has found a medium, if
stroyed the warmth and sin- Roof," opposite Kim Stanley,
. colo;.
not a definite message, which
It is this use of color, eman- cerity ·this man possesses. th~n Romeo in "Romeo and
is riovel in its content and apfrom its "textural and Aud by no means has· it Juliet," and then lie-made his
ating
plication as well as in its apfirst • TV appearance playing
deriV<1tions, which · harmed his good looks .
contextural
J .
peal.
is the most invigoratltlg el€- · Massie was inspired in high twins, Hugo and Frederick, in.
In her exhibit, "Fabric' Col- ment of the _exhibit. Pure,_ school to go into acting when ·"Ring Around the Moon."
lage, in FAH 110, she displays ·powerful, and vibrant, the col- a woman who owned a chilms . SECOND film was
a,provocative merger Qf craft _ ors construct the cbaraoteris- ilren's theatre came to speak ' "Sapphire." It won the British
and: fine art using cloth, tic vitality of the works while at his 'high school. His career Filni Academy Award for
thread, whole pieces of cloth- highlighting the noyelty of as an actor began in her thea- Best Film of the Year.
.
ing and remnants. to.form fab- Mrs. Pappas' medium concep- tre.
Next he played opposite
After three years of college Dirk Bogarde and Olivia de
ric collages in ~ntemporary, tion. The- exhibit will.· run
in Canada, Massie went to Havilland in,. "Libel."
through Nov. 15_.
abstract schema.
London.
After that he played in
and Hyde," did various
"Jekyl
.
' •~ WOULD HAVE gone as
soon as I graduated from high assorted comedies, almost
school", he e~lains, "but I forty television plays (includmissed the boat that I was ing an 1 educational series),
and starred in "Out ·of This
World" with French actress
Odile Versois.
I
HE PLAYED in "Rabbit
. Race" at the Edenburg Festivai and the first . two productions 'at the Welsh National ·
Theatre, "War and Peace,"
and "Antigone," lrefore making his mo.ve to North Ameri·
ca.'
Canada was his first stop
where he appeared on television in ·"Confessions of a Justified ·Sinner," and did shows
in Stratford Ontario.

M~rilyn-: Pappas. Exhibit
Features ~Fabric:Collage·'
era,

--.
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It has nothing to do with
<_:a!oties. It's a special ·
female weight gain ..•
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know••• that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up ·
on you the week before
· yoµr menstrqal period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how.. .
you feel as well. ·
(It pu.t.s pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead

to pre-menstrual
cramps-.and headaches,
leaves emotions oli·edge.)
That's why so

many women take PAMPRIN®.
It.gently relieves-w ater-weight gain .

.to help prevent pre-IIJeilstrualpuffiness;'
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
P AMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
.Nor feeis less than perfect, either.

·YOUR CHECK

IS GOOD

FREE CAR
VACUUM

.SANDAL SHOP

Holiday Dinner Theatre
Located at,'2502 Rocky Point Drive (east of Courtney Campbell: Caµseway) the Holiday Dinner Theatre has the only patented ''Magic Stage" in Florida. Performances run nightly,
.
Tuesday through Sunday. ·
Currently showing is the c6medy hit "Light Up The Sky"
by Moss Hart and it will run through Sunday. Curtain is 8 :30
p.m. with dinner begipning around 7 p.m. Prices include ,dinner:
· and show: Tuesday ($5.50), WednesdaY., Thursday and Sunday
($6.50), and Friday and Saturday ($7.50).
Opening next Wednesday is "Girl in the Freudian Slip" byWilliam Brown. It will.run for approximately four weeks.
Tampa i~ the newest of 17 c;ities in the Southeast to _have a
dinner the11-tre. The supply of talent and shows are provid~ by
Howard D. Wolfe, executive producer of Theatre Productions,
Inc., whlc! has casting offices and studios on Broadway. .
Watch for an upcoming ad in "The Oracle" giving $1 dis- ,
count for any student to-attend the theatre on any Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday or_ Sunday.

306 N. DALE MABRY
UNUSUAL LEATHER ITEMS
SANDALS-BAGS-BELTS AND THINGS

· 'Barbarella · Does · It'

PANTY
HOSE

· The best bets in · Tampa's cinema are: "Ra:chel, Rachel"
(Paul Newman's first attempt in the director's chair . • •
"Playboy" liked it . . . Joanne Woodward reportedly comes on
strong, both professionally and in other words) at the Florida.
Jane Fonda does her thing as "Barbarella" (a lot of skin . . . a
lot of .color) at the Tampa. "Gone With the Wind" (with newcomers "Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh) at the Palace.

NET Top _T.V.
It's a zilch for .T.V. flicks this week. However,,:i'onight at 8
on our own 16, "Play of-_the Week" - New York Scrapbook
. . . Kay . Ballard and Orsen Bean star in a mnsical review

about N.Y.C.
~'NET Pla yhouse" - Woml!n Beware Women, Friday at 9
·on 3. Revenge tragedy by Thomas Middleton, 17th .century English dramatist. A saveagely witty study of seduction, jealously,
intrigue, corruption and murder.
Saturday night "NET" presents "Rise and Fall of-Mozart."
At 8 OD 3, it is the tragic life story of Mozart from the time he
left the service of the Archbishop of Salzburg in 1781 until his
death 35 years later.

The University- Chapel Fellowship has made its first
. "conversion" of the year.
The convert is residing in
the' University Chapel Fellowship building on "Religion
Row" (50th Street).
It's a rooII_l.
And it's going · under the
.name of "The Broken String
Coffee :flouse," suspiciously
reminiscent of the now de. funct "Eighteenth .String Coffee House," and even more interesting, is the fact that both
coffee houses have (had) the
same proprietor . . . Richard
Charles Norcross.

HAS

"The enthusiasm here at
USF is wonderful," he says,
" and I enjoy working with
students very much. It's mutual learning."

I·

Coordination has beg-un from this end. But it will take a .
few issues to tie the loose ends together. However, in the spirit
of Dr~w Pearson: "We're gonna go with what we got!"

Opens New
Coffee House

NORCROSS

ways been fascibated by
Theatre and the longer he
stays in it, the more fascinated. he becomes.

25cCARWASH

g~r\41-,~~e.t~~ U. ·fellowship_
FLEJC.. ER AT 22nd
Ph.-935-1400

flying to Toronto for rehearsals during the day," Massie
remembers. "One time they
put me on standby .. . "
Other roles he has played
include ·Proctor in " The Crucibl~," the "lawyer who never
stops talking" in "A Shot in
the Dark," Einstein in "The
Physicists," Hal · in " Henry
IV," and ,Hamlet (for ANTA) .

"OH, YES," · he grins, "I
in " As the World Turns,"
was
~
while.
a
for
at Al Crandons"66" ,
lffl
He participated in the open30TH AT FLEJCHEI
THE CAMPUS HELPERS
. ing- of the Ford Theatre in
,-Washington, staying from
January until May, then per, formed · in Philadelphia, did
1 the film in Guateloupe, and
that brings us up to the presAl CRANDON$ "66"
ent.
~TH AT FLETCHER
By PHil,IP RUNNELS
E CAMPUS HELPERS
Massie has a house in the
Staff Writ.er
mountains, north of Montreal
.,,
. 1
'
with DO · road leading to it.
l?J keeping with the finest tradition . of "Paris After Dark,"
"Playboy After. Hours" and "Myra Breckenridge," "The Ora- You have to get there by
SELF SERVICE
cle" will begin carrying ITS column of cultural events in the water if you get there at all Al CRANDONS "66"
Tampa Bay area. "3:30 a.m. No.?" is its name and the content and he seldom has time to get
30TH AT FLETCHER
there.
bits
and
will include news of the theatre, cinema, television, art
THE CAMPUS HELPERS
alhas
he
Massie · admits _____ _______
the Universi- .---_-_________
. . all directed toward providing
. of this and that . summary
______-:_-_-_-:_-_-____________________________•_
______________
of happenings in the area.
ty-with a weekly

and a Jump

~~ .. - ~~~~'<\~~~
J._.

less."
But he had little trou·ble in
New York either. He was cast
in "The Trials of O'Brien," . a
national TV series, "The
White Devil," a stage play,
and " The Doll's House,"
(TV).
DURING· " Doll's House" he
was also doing a production in
Toront~.
"I was· doing Doll's House
in New York at night and

After that he made his first
visit to USF and played in
"Tartuffie." The Theatre Department was able to contact
him through the American
National Theatre Association
.
(ANTA).
.THEN HE went to New
York. ·
"In New York they don't
care what your past reCO{'d
is," laughs Massie. "You
have to lmock on doors regard-

. By MAXINE KAMIN
Fine Arts Editor

·Pot ·Pourie
Mantovani Concert· at Bay Front Center in St. Pete, Nov. 7.
Tickets are $4, $5 and $6 at Tampa's Wards. Curtain is 8:15.
The Beaux Arts Coffee House, 7711 60th St. N., Pinellas Park,
features a ballet film, "Backstage, Royal Ballet," staring Nureyev and Dame Fonteyn at 8 and 8:40 p.m. Thursday through
Sunday. Also four W. C. Fields shorts and John L. Martin and
Doug Lochridge will be featured on stage. Admission is $1.25,
coffee is free.
"JJl!Tfl!P people"

BEEN

working with the Methodist
church for the last five years;
in youth c;amps, . national conventions and with Dr. John,
' 'Knocky" Parker on the "All
Ame rican Al_l-Star Caravan"
at Daytona Beach during Easter Weekend.
He has now joined the . Fellowship staff and organized
the coffee house.
It •is a non-profit organization under the leadership of
Methodist Chaplain Ron Russell and Presbyterian Chaplain Bob Haywood. · Both men
feel the students should have
a place for the University
body to go where they can be
intellectually stimulated outside the classroom .- . . and
just' have fun.
IT'S OPEN SUNDAY evenings fr.om 7:30._to 11 with a
35-cent a._dmission.
Programming i n c l u d e s
song-stylist , Rick Norcross
" warming the audience - up,"
a continuing episode of Bela
L ugosi in "Whispering Shadow" (reviewed J ocally as " the
worst movie ever to play
Tampa"), p o e tr y reading
from University poets and
r~aders. . . ·
"In short," Norcross said,
"there is always music, rec- '
ords, underground papers . . .
something_going on.
" We have a Laurel and
Hardy Film Festival planned,
along with minor dramatic
presentations and local. folk
g r o u p s . . . 1 i k e t he
-Mu1-;eles' for example."
There is FREE ~FFEE,
and "exotic'' drinks · can be
acquired for two-bits.

-'

World Travel
<;enter
FOR TICKETS

AND RESERVATIONS

,, Airlines
,, Cruises
., Tours
A'1ywhere - Anytime

--YOUR CHECK IS GOOD WITH
STUDENT I.D.

-NO SERVICE
CHARGE

"

PHONE 877-9566
.

-

/

.

•••Wntr• your PRESCRIPTION

COSTS:YOU LESS!
lriq_YourNQI '111.:riptionTo IJ1

World Travel C~nter
2624 Hillsboro Pla~a
Tampa, Florida

.HAVE ABARREL FULL
ALL·THE PIZZA
•••
-YOU CAN EAT _
ALL YOU CAN DRINK

25)

(Soft Drinks On1y)_

11 :30 - 2:00 P.M.
MON. - FRI.

PIZZA6HUT
716 n.
.dale mabry

. PH. 877~1912

-3405-E. HtLLSBORO~GH •
- ·PH.- 23~·1_212 -. ·

